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CHAPTER ONE 
STATEMENT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
In spite o·f the extensive research which has been car-
ried on in the field of spelling, the problem of poor spell-
ing· is sti11 o£ very much current interest. A glance at a 
set of papers produced by any elementary school class is a11 
that is necessary to confirm this statement. 
Fitzgerald! states: 
11Although many spelling investigations have been 
carried out during the past half centu~y, improvement 
in the teaching of spelling has been slow ••• Although 
additional investigations are necessary ••• many of 
the immediate spelling problems can be solved by the 
use of available research findings, • • •.• " 
Hollingworth2 , on$ of the early researchers, makes this 
statement: 
"But after all the poor spelling due to lack. of 
motive, weak general intelligence, failure to attend, 
sensory deficiencies, and weak power of sustained ef-
fort was accounted for, there still remained a resi-
due of poor spelling l11hich resulted :from none of these 
_ causes, but from an innate inability to form some or 
all o:f the special bonds requisite fror spelling words •• fl 
She adds: "There is no one specific remedy for poor spelt-
1 James A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching o:f Spelling, Bruce 
Publishing Company, Milwaukee, 1951. p. 2-3 
2Leta s. Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability 
in Spelling, Bureau o:f Publications, Teachers College 
Columbia University, New York, 1918. p. 97 
0- 2 
All authorities stress the relat~on of spelling to read-
ing. Durre111 comments: 
"The fundamental psychological skills underlying 
reading and spelling are similar. In general, read-
ing ability correlates closely with spelling ability, 
since skill in word perception is essential if a 
child is to recall words vividly enough to write them. 
Poor reading is almost always accompanied by poor 
spelling." 
Hanna and Moore2 comment: 
"Furthermore, the reading process is actually 
the direct reverse of the spelling process. In read-
ing we move from the '"ritten form of' a word, to its 
spoken form, to its meaning. In spelling we start 
with the meaning and move to the word in our oral 
language which will express meaning, and thence to 
the written symbol representing it." 
David Russell3 concludes: "Ability to read for details 
which includes specific word recognition and further word 
analysis is more closely related to spelling ability than 
reading which gets only the main facts." 
Fernald4 warns against the practice of insisting that a 
child learn by a method by which he actually is unable to 
learn. She found many children among remedial cases whose 
visual imagery was weak, but who learned readily when kinas-
thetic imagery was emphasized. 
1Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
World Book Company, New York, 1941. p. 27-3. 
2Paul R. Hanna and James T. Moore, Jr., -.•spelling from Spo-
ken Word to Written Symbol, •The Elementary School Jour-
~ 53:335-336, February, 1953. 
3navid R. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers, 
a Diagnostic Study. Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia-university, New York, 19379 P• 58. 
4Grace MJ Fernald, Remedial Techniques in the Basic School 
Subjects, McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, 1943. p. 167. 
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The present writers wish to determine what improvement, 
if any, in the spelling ability of pupils in grades four and 
five will result from a systematic study of phonetic element~ 
in everyday words. Four phases of the spelling process are 
stressed: auditory discrimination, visual perception, speech· 
motor imagery, and hand-motor imagery. Effort is made to 
develop the bonds between the auditory stimulus of the spo-
ken word and its written spelling. Where there is more than 
one spelling for a given sound, visual imagery and silent 
oral spelling are drawn upon to augment the auditory stimu-
lus. 
It is the hope of the writers of this thesis that masterJ 
of spelling may be aided through the active participation in 
real writing experiences and planned les·son procedures, ex-
ercises and drills which are drawn upon in the following ex-
ercises. 
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CHAPTER TlvO 
REVIEW' OF RELATED RESEARCH 
1. Perception 
In approaching the problem·of improving spelling abil-
ity it is first neceSf!ary to understand the na,ture of the 
psychological processes involved. One of the first to de-
fine the spelling process was Hollingworth1 , who stressed 
the £ormation of a series of bonds between the object, act, 
or quality and the written symbol which represents it. 
" •••• The process of learning to spell a: word correctly 
ordinarily involves the for~ation of a series of 
bonds •••• 
1. An object, act, quality, etc., is 'bound' to 
a certain sound, which bas often been repeat-
ed •••• In order that the bond may become def-
initely established it is necessary that :Ca) 
the individual should be abLe to identify in 
the consciousness the object, act, quality, 
etc., and (b) that he should be able tore-
collect the particular vocal sounds which 
have been associated therewith. 
2. The sound (word) becomes 'bound' with the per 
formance of the highly co,mplex muscular act 
necessary for articulating it. 
3· Certain printed or written symbols, arbitrar-
ily chosen, visually representing sound com-
binations become 'bound• (a) with the recog-
nized objects, acts, etc., and (b) with their 
vocal representatives; (so that when these 
symbols are presented to sight, the word can 
be uttered by the perceiving individual.)This 
is what "t~e would call the ability to 'read' 
the word. 
lLeta s. Hollingworth, op. cit. p. 79-80 
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4. The separate symbols (letters) become asso-
ciated with each other in the proper sequence, 
and haYe the effect of calling each other up 
to consciousness in the proper order. When 
this bas taken place, we say that the indi-
vidual can spell orally. 
5. The child, by a slow, yoluntary process, 
'binds' the visual perceptions of the separate 
letters with the muscular movements o£ hand, 
arm, and fingers necessary to copy the l170rd. 
6o The child 1 binds' the representatives in con-
sciousness of the visual symbols with the 
motor responses necessary to produce the writ-
ten word, spontaneously, at pleasure." 
Hildreth1 states in Teaching Spel1ing: 
"The task in spelling is to translate oral t17ords 
into ~raphic symbols by means of visual memory and 
phonetic and moto;t" clues." 
Most authorities agree that accurate visual and audi-
tory perception of the word is essential to correct spelling. 
Hildreth2 lists among elements in learning to spell: "•••• 
hearing sounds in t11ords and distinguishing between the sounds 
in similar woras, (and) getting clear-cut visual impressions 
o£ word forms and distinguishing similar words visually." 
She continues: "Learning to spell involves the development 
o£ increasing refinement in auditory, visual, and motor per-
ception, and memory o£ the material perceived." 
Fi tzgerald3 writes: "A t11ord is general presented visu-
ally for spelling instruction •••• frequently aided by audi-
tory, oral and kinesthetic activities. •~ 
lGertrude Hildreth, Teaching SEelling, Henry Holt and Co., 
New York, 1955. P• 25 
2Ibid., P• 26 
3James A. Eitzgerald, op. cit. P• 32 
0 
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Carteri states: 
6 
"Training in visual and auditory perception shoulc 
contribute toward solving problems of spelling deficien-
cies of many middle grade pupils and should constitute 
an important part of the remedial program in spelling.'* 
Crawford2 found that "• ••• training in 't\'ord meaning, vis-
ual discrimination and auditory discrimination resulted in im-
provement in each of these areas." 
Johnson3 concludes: " •••• training in both auditory and 
visual perception is essential for success in reading and 
spelling." 
4 
Bloomer found "sound discriminabil;i.ty" and "shape dis-
criminability" to be better criteria than meaning as to the 
spelling difficulty of a word. 
Acomb5 states that visual and auditory factors are sig-
nificantly related to spelling ability. 
1Bernadette Carter, "Construction of Visual Perception, Audi-
tory Discrimination, and Kinesthetic Factors to be Used 
in Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in Spelling," (Un-
published Master's ~hesis, Boston University School of 
2 
Education, 1941) P• 53 
:Mary I. Crawford, 11An Evaluation of a Remedial Spelling Pro-
gram in Grade Three," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1949) p. 33 
3Eleanor I~. Johnson, "Two Key Factors in Spelling Success," 
Education: 76:271-4, January 1956 
4Richard H. Bloomer, "Word Length and Complexity Variables in 
SpelJ.ing Difficulty," Journal of Educational Research 
49:531-5, March 1956 
5Allan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in Read-
ing and Spelling,u (Unpublished }~ster's Thesis, Bos-
ton University School of Education,1, 1936) 
0 
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Russe111 f'ound: "There is a somewhat lower correlation 
between spelling ability and auditory discrimination than be-
tween spelling ability and visual discrimination." He also 
f'ound that spelling is more closely related to auditory and 
visual abilities around third and f'ourth grade levels than 
at seventh and eighth grades. He states: 
11Poor spelling ability in f'if'th and sixth grades 
is closely related to poor discrimination of' auditory 
and visual differences. But high ability at these 
levels is not closely related to superior discrimina-
tion. At seventh and eighth grade levels other factors 
af'f'ect spelling ability." 
Dolch2 puts auditory perception :first: "What is the 
right sound of' the word?" coupled closely with correct pro-
nunciation. He then asks: «i •••• Is the word spelled as it 
sounds?" 
Scbone113 notes: "Defective speech is most potent in 
its e:f:fect on spelling attainments when it arises :from a 
pronounced weakness in auditory discrimination of' speech 
sounds." 
4 In contrast to.these two authorities, Reed states that 
tbe most important f'actor in spelling ability is accurate 
visual perception. 
1navid H. Russell, "A Diagnostic Study o:r· Spelling Readiness ,• 
Journal o:f Educational Research 37:276-83 December 1943 
2Edtl7ard \v. Dolch, :Ph. D., Better Spelling. The Garrad Press, 
Champaign, Illinois, 1942. p. 75 
3Fred J. Schonell, Bacl~11ardness in the Basic Subjects. Oliver 
and Boyd, London, 1942. p. 312 
4Homer B. Reed, The Psychology of' Elementary School Subjects_, 
Ginn a.nd. Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1938 
0 
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Likewase Mack1 3 in investigating word aaaruysis abilities 
~n reading and spelling, found significant correlations be-
~ween visual discrimination and spelling, but no positive re-
lationship between auditory discrimination and spelling. 
Furness2 also found that spelling is: " •••• physiologic-
~1, with the eye for more important than the ear." 
1Esther Mack, "An investigation of the Various 1iord Analysis 
Abilities in Reading and Spelling." (Unpublished Doc-
toral Dissertation, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1953) P• 54 
2 Edna L. Furness, "Mispronunciation, Mistakes, and Method in 
~9~~'!-ing, tt Elementary English :n: ,208-,511, December 
0 
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2-. Phonics 
Discussion of auditory perception leads almost inevit-
ably to consideration of the place of phonics in spelling in-
struction. }~ny references to phonics are in context with 
perception and are difficult to quote apart from either per-
ception or imagery. Where the meaning of such reference would 
be distorted by dividing them, they are quoted under the t~p-
ics which are most emphasized, in those particular passages, 
by their respective authors. 
Tidyman1 writes: "The succe~s of' the learning exercise 
and of the recall of words depends upon the closeness of' the 
association b~tween the sound of the syllable and the visual 
image of the letters." 
Schonell2 notes: 11In the case of' backl.gard chil~ren, 
characteristic phonic families, irregular sound values, and 
peculiarities of' visual form must be attentively experienced.' 
He also states that grouping words by similarity of' structure; 
as in word families, results in a ten to twenty-five per cent 
increase in accurate recall • 
. McGovney3 used Gates' Phonetic Ability Test, the test 
of ability to recognize correct and incorrect spellings, and 
111Ti llard F. Tidyman, The Teaching of' Spelling. 1vorld Book 
Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1922. p. 41 
2Fred J. Schonell, Op. cit., p. 277 
3Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiencies in Children of 
Superior General Ability, "Elementary Eng1ish Revie"\11 
7:146-7, May 1930 
0 
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Gates• test of visual memory for symbols. She found good spe~ 
lers most significantly better than poor spellers in giving 
sounds for letters and for two-syllable word-like particlese 
Cftrro111 obtained a critical ratio of 37 in bis compar-
ison of phonetic errors made by bright and dull pupils, with 
the bright pupils making a far higher percentage of phonetic 
errors. He also found that bright and dull pupils dif£er 
markedly in their capacity to generalize pbo~etically and that 
dull children are more likely to make co~pletely irrelevant 
substitutions. 
Dav'id Russe11 2 notes.: "Good spellers have mastered a 
groupo£ specific techniques which •••• might include a know-
ledge of letters and their sounds, (and) ability to combine 
these in syllables." 
Straub3 srltarl;jeSi.: "Spelling follows an atomistic design, 
progressing from the part to the whole. 11 He recommend<s.::; 
"Spelling out of words should come after phonics in the nat-
ural progress of the ind~vidual from the whole to the part.u 
Hildreth4 states: 
••For the normal learning child, spelling is a 
phonetic as 't'11ell as· a visuC\,1 and kinesthetic process. 
1Herbert A. Carroll, Generalizat'ions of Bright and Dull Chil-
ren- A Comp~rative Study with Special Reference.to 
Syellin~, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, ·New York, 1930. pp. 42-.50 
2navid Russell, "A Diagnostic ••••" Op. ci'!;. 
3J. Harold Straub, "An Organismic Approach to Spelling," 
Elementary English Review 19:.5.5-8, February, 1942. 
4Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R•s. Educational Pub-
lishers, Inc., Philadelphia, 1947. pp • .5.58-9 
0 
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The learner forms associations between letter symbols a 
and word sounds: i.e., Slept is expressed invariably 
with the two letters 's-1 1 in conjunction with the 
'e-p-t' and the ept phonogram requires 'e-p-t;• he forms 
the habit of reproducing the ly with tbe letters for 
that sound." -
Hildretbl also states: 
fiin any case of serious spelling difficulties the 
following abiliti~s should be tested: phonetic abili-
ties; pronunciation, syllabication; word building, visu-
al discrimination of word, syllable, and letter forms; 
auditory and visual abilities outside the field of spel~, 
;Lng.!' 
Comerford2 , based on research in relationships between 
spelling ability and reading, phonetic ability, visual fac- ' 
tors, pronunciation and intelligence, found high correlations 
. 
between recognition of homophones and spelling and between 
visual memory and spelling. Correlation of sps1ling ability 
t'lith ability to pronounce coined words was positive, but be-
lot.; 1. 96, the five per cent level of statistical significance 
He obtained a statistically significan~ critical ratio be-
tween phonetics and homophone recognition and between phonet-
ics and pronunciation of coined words. 
In Teaching Spelling, HildretbS lists phonetic tech-
niques as learning common letter sounds, giving letter equiv-
alents for common sounds, identifying phonogra~s, pronouncing 
distinctly and correctly, and syllabication. 
1Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's, Ibid. p. 564 
2Joseph Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling." (Un-
published Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University 
School of Education, 1954) 
)Gertrude Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, Ibid. p. 40 
0 
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Ridenour1 points out that some children have diff~culty 
in blending sounds into words, a difficulty which she associ-
ates with a low degree of auditory discrimination. 
Gates 2 .indicates that children tend to hear words as 
total sound units. They often do not th~nk of the separate 
sounds in words and do not realize that many of the same 
sounds occur in many different words. 
Mulder and Curtin3 state that phonetic analysis is a 
commonly regarded form of word attack and in order to use this 
method effectively, children must make the proper sound-letter 
associations and hear the sound correctly in order to make the 
proper association. 
Briand4 and her coll~agues obtained a critical ratio of 
11.76 in improvement of learning rate after six weeks train-
ing in phonetics, word analysis, and dictionary drill. She 
obtained a critical ratio of 4.25 between the pre-test and the 
final test using the Stan£ord Spelling list, in favor of the 
final test. 
1 Nina Ridenour, ttThe Treatment of Reading Disability, 'lf M¢ntal 
Hygiene, 19:387~397, July 1935. 
2Arthur I. Gates, Improvement of Reading, Macmillan Co., New 
York, 1950. 
3R. L. Mulder and J. T. Curtin, "Vocal Phonic Ability and 
Silent Reading Achievement," Elementary School Journal 
56:121-3 November 1955· 
4Mary Rose Briand, et al., ffA Study of the Effectiveness of a 
Phonetic and Activity Approach to the Teaching of Spe~­
ling in Grade Four," (Unpublished }~star's Thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, 1956) 
0 
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Karlene Russell •sl teaching materials included e.xerci,se:: 
in visual and auditory discrimination. Her study included 62~ 
children in grades four to six, divided into experimental -and 
control groups. She found improvement in spelling achievement 
f 
statistically significant, with a critical ratio. of 3.86 fav-
oring the experimental group. She found the greatest gain 
among fourth graders, with a critical ratio .of 5.95 in favor 
of the experimental groups. Among fifth graders the differ-
ence favored the experimental .group, iiith a critical ratio of 
2.42 (not statistically significant at the 1% level). For 
sixth graders her critical ratio was 2.66, which is signifi-
cant {by a small margin) in £'4l.vor o.f the exper·imental group. 
She states: "In terms of norms on the Stanford Achievement 
Test each experimental group averaged to gain four times as 
much as its control group.~t 
'Arci£a2 and others studied the effect of word analysis 
on spelling ability, using Russell's Word Analysis materials 
and the Niles Auditory Test. Her findin~s generally favored 
the experimental groups, learning rate in~reased in all ex-
perimental .groups, ·and improvement in word pronunciation l'o'as 
highly significant. There was least improvement in visual 
acuity. Her critical ratios were not significant in §pelling, 
Niles Auditory Test and Durrell's Visual Test. 
1Karlene Russell,"The E;f'fect of Word AnaJ,ysis on Spelling 
Ability." (Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston 
University School of Education, 1954) p. 103. 
2Ann 14 .• Arcifa et al., "The Effect of Word Analysis on 
~pelling Ability.-. (Unpublished Mast~r•s Thesis, Boston 
UOivers~ty School of Eaucation, 1955J · 
·o 14 
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Eleanor Johnson1 states: "A soundly planned program of 
word recognition utilizes phonics as only one part of the to-
tal approach."' She oelieves that children need to be taught 
to recognize sounds and associate them with appropriate letter 
symbols. 
Among exercises used by Nugent2 were recognizing blends, 
word building (families) and listening £or final sounds and 
suffixes. She obtained a statistically significant critical 
ratio of 8.94 in Spelling Achievement, after teaching. 
Furness3 recommends: ''Show the child how to recognize 
the sounds in a word and how to associate\ the sounds l11ith the 
appropriate letter symbols." Commenting that a child tends 
to spell as he speaks, she advocates drill 1n pronunciation, 
establishment of meaning, and insistance. on accurate pro.nun-
ciation. The teacher should pronounce vo~els carefully and 
be sure the child knows the different sounds of each. She 
concludes: "The evidence bids fair that the support and main-
tenance of a spelling program, by direct and indirect instruc-
tion, will yield a mastery of' the principles of phonics.tt 
1 . 
Eleanor Johnson, op. cit. 
2Esther Nugent, "An Evaluation of an Intensive Program ;in 
Word Analysis on Spelling and Reading in tpe Second 
Grade. 0 (Onpublishe~ ~~ster's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1950) · 
3Edna L., Furness, "Evidence of Phonics Instruction 1and Spel-
ling Success," Clearing House 31: 279-83, Ja~uary, 1957. 
0 
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Among causes of poor spelling, Bettsl 'includes faulty 
listening skills: 
" ..... Some have difficulty in matcbing the beginning 
sounds of words, as (st)ore and (st)art •. Many have not 
learned to hear the syllables in happy, wishes, discover 
advantage ·when they are said in a normal conversational 
tone •••• Listen:lng to the groups of sounds in a spoken 
word and pronouncing a t11ord correctly gets a child ~ 
to see the groups of letters representing those sounds." 
Rudsill2 obtained a.correlation of .69 between spelling 
and phonic kno111ledge in grade three. She £'ound significant 
£actors in common between reading and spelling achievement in· 
d~pendent of mental age and pbonig knowledge, also between 
reading and phonic knowledge independent o£ spelling; and be-
tween spelling and phonics independent of reading and mental 
age. She considered the £actors co~on between reading, 
spelling and phonics independent of intelligence to be prob-
ably the result o;f specific training. She states: "The con-
tribution of phonics is derived from ability to identify 
sounds in normal word pronunciation and relate these sounds 
to words." 
Although most authorities affirm the value of P4onics in 
spelling instruction, they also caution against over~reliance 
on phonetic spelling. Book and Harter3 listr among errors 
1 E. A. Betts, "What About Spelli.ng?" Educati.on 76:310-325 
January, 19.56. 
2Jl.fabel Rudsi.ll, ttinterrelations o:f' Functional Phoni.c Know-
ledge," Elementary School Journal 57"264-'7, February, 
1957. 
3lYilliam F. Book and Richard s. Harter, "IYiistakes which 
Pupils Make in Spelling," Journal of' Educational 
Research 19:106-118, February, 1929. 
0 
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due to incorrect observation of words "spelling by sound -
Wensday for tvednesday, 11 and hearing and perceiving l'lfords in-
correct~y. Fitzgerald! includes among common errors "t~;pel,l-
1-ng.- phonetica~ly non-phonetic words." 
Dolch's2 second step in spelling analysis is: "Is the 
word spelled as it sounds?" He continues: "I;f in any part 
of the word the sound.does not .necessarily tell us the spe1~-
l.ilg·, .. ; the question must be asked, 'Ilo'tv may the spelling of 
these difficult parts be remembered?'" 
Hildreth3 states: "Errors are due to spelling non-
phonetic words phonetically, mispronunciation, lapses of at-
tention, failure to discriminat.e between t'tvO similar words ••• • 
Betts4 also included phonetic spet'ling among causes of 
poor spelling. 
Rigby2 conducted a study comparing the teaching of §p~ll• 
~ng in phonetic and non-phonetic lists with ~he Ayer-Over-
holtzer-\Voody system. She found no signi:ficant.differ~nce, 
but her findings slightly favored the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody 
system. In the percentage of correct spe~lings of non-phonet~ 
ic words, the critica~ ratio of 3.34, which is statistically 
1 Fitzgerald,· o~ cit., p. 65 
2Do~ch, op. cit., P• 77-78 
3Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, op. cit., p. 224 
4Betts, op. cit. 
5JQan E. Rigby, "A Comparison o;f' Teaching Spelling in Phonetic 
and Non-phonetic Lists with the Ayer-Oberholtzer-Woody 
System in Grade IV," (Unpublished 11-l'a.ster' s Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1948) 
0 
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' 
significant, favored the Ayer-Overholtzer-Woody system. 
In summarizing recent research on phonics, the Encyclo-
pedia of Educational Research3 states: 
"The available evidence • .,.,.seems to warrant the 
following conclusions:· (a) teaching the sound to letter 
relationships should be an integral part of spelling in-
struction, (b) The teaching o£ phonic generalizations 
which apply to a large numbe~ of words and have few ex-
ceptions, (c) •••• instruction in sound to letter and let-
ter to sound relations may at times be profitably com-
bined, (d)Since most words that are difficult to spell 
contain sounds that are spelled in'a variety of ways, 
phonics instruction should be utilized as an aid· to 
spelling, rather than as a substitute for.the direct 
study of those l~tords. '·' 
3 America'n Educational Research As~ociation, "spelling, t1 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Chester w. Harris 
ed.,1kcmillan Company, New York, 1960. p.l345 
0 
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3. Imagery 
,,.Failure to remember visual forms is the basic difficul-
ty in English spelling," as quoted 'by Durrel.ll, seems to bas-
ically summarize the spelling problem. 
Gates and Russe11 2 in 1940 included as factors in spelt-
1ng readiness: 
" ..... memory ;for sounds and letters, ability to 
distinguish between words, ability to use the motor-
mechanism involved in writing, and knowledge of the 
meaning of words." 
Eernald3 cites as a principal cause.of failure to learn 
the use of methods by which individuaLs. cannot learn. 
11At present one of the main blocks is the use of 
the extremely visual method p-f presentation 1:11ith the 
suppression of such motor adjustments as lip, throat, 
and hand-motions. 
· Our methods of teaching spelling must be such as 
to allow each child to develop the type of image that 
will be clear enough to give him all the details of 
the 't;l1ord he is attempting to learn. The child may 
actually need to form the word with his hand and vocal-
ize it during the initial learning process." 
Fitzgerald4 states: 
11Most children are helped by the use of all aids 
to imagery, rather than by the exclusion of all but 
one. 1Yhile it is right, as Fernald has suggested, to 
1Donald D. Durrell, op. cit. 
2Arthur I. Gates and David H. Russell, •tDiagnostic Remedial 
Spelling Manual," Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1940, 50 pp. 
3Graoe M • .Fernald, op. cit. 
4 James A. Fitzgerald, op. cit. p. 34 
0 
0 
£ind a method by which a child learns best, it is 
economical to guide the normal child to learn by a 
systematic plan based on psychological principles." 
The Encyclopedia of Educational aesearchl states: 
19 
"The emphasis during learning should be on visual 
imagery, but auditory imagery, which accompanies pro-
nunciation, and kinesthetic imagery, which attends both 
pronunciation and the writing of the ~ord, increase the 
effectiveness of learning.'' 
In Wolfe 1 s 2 "Study of Spelling Errors" he says_ tha-t: 
"Spelling is an art of seeing or hearing 't'lhat 
may be written or spoken and then translating that 
visual or oral image into motor ac:tivity." 
Hildreth:> feels that the best spellers are those who 
can retain an accurate impression of the words, associate the 
sound of the 't-.rord with the visual image, and call upon a clea 
visual, auditory or kinesthetic image of' the word to be ~rit-
ten. 
People do see and hear words. So all-words that pass 
into the mind must pass through either the eye or the ear. 
Tidyman and Butterfield4 write that all words entering the 
mind must take the route of either the eye or the ear. 
trso entering, they must form pictures in the 
mind and as such, are retained." 
1American Educational Research Association, op. cit. 
2 
:M. R. Wolfe, "Study of Spelling Errors with Implication Con-
cerning Certain Teaching Methods," Elementary School. 
Journal, 152: 458-66, April, 1952. 
~ . 
~Willard F. Tidyman, op. cit. p. 3 
~()~·====~==============~~========-==============-9F=F==~·-
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It is believed by Russe11 1 that popr sound images of 
words are perhaps the greatest handicap in spelling, and the 
ability to pronounce sound images must be taught. 
In Tidyman•s2 tll'ritings be indicates control over 'l.ll'ord 
forms is attained through a medium of mental images, the more 
common kinds of images being visual, auditory, speech-motor 
and hand-motor. He also feels that: 
I 
1. "The eye-impression is stronger than the ear 1m-
impression and a combination of the throat-hand 
with the eye or ear are distintly preferable to 
e±tper ey.e or ear alan~, 
2. Hearing is merely a round-about way of calling 
up visual imagery. 
J. Writing the word vivifies its visual imagery ••• 
and forms the connection bet111een the visual and 
auditory or speech-motor image of the word." 
The best methods include some form of visual presenta-
tion, oral spelling and writing of the words to be learned. 
HildrethJ states: 
"Spelling can be learned without visual aid, but 
the visually normal person relies on all sensory im-
pressions during the course of learning. Correct 
spelling results from close attention to word con-
struction, sensitivity to slight differences in word 
forms, and drill on word difficulties." 
Then Hollin~~orth4 repeats: 
ttUpon the 111hole, all studies emphasize the fact 
that discrimination of sound and association of vis-
ual form with the sound of the word are the main 
elements in spelling.u 
lKarlene Russell, op. cit •. , p. 108 
2Willard F. Tidyman, op. cit., p. Jl-4·0 
3Gertrude Hildreth, ••Learning ••••• " op.cit., P• 479 
4 
Leta s. Hollingworth, op. cit., p.2 
II 
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''Seeing'' does include perception ~nd picturing o£' words, 
?yllables and letters, whether it be tbr.ough the eye, the ear 
Dr through a combination o£' eye, ear or band. 
Dolch1 says: 
''Most. children use all di:ff'erent types o:f 
imagery, according to whether words are true phon-
etic or non-phonetic, common or rare; and according 
to whether they learn words one way or another."' 
Gates2 makes the :following summary: 
. "Authorities seem to rather generally agree 
that the methods best suited to normal children are 
likewise best suited to the- dull, but time and pa-
tience •••••• are the chief essentials. The inabil-
ity to detect small differences between words can be 
corrected and children trained to observe the dif-
ferences." 
1Edwa.rd Dolch, op. cit., P• 216 
2Artbur I. Gates, The Psychology o:f Reading and Spallin~, 
Bure.au Of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, N.Y.c., 1922, P• 19 
========*============================-====================~~==== 
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4. Syllabication 
It is a fact 'tllell recognized by mo\st authorities that 
the ability to syllabify a word is a main factor in being 
able to pronounce, spell and remember words. 
Fitzgerald! say_$~ "The child shoul.d be taught that di-
viding the 't'l7ord into syllables is helpful in learning the 
spellings of 117~rds and in remembering them." 
Hildreth2 along with many others £'eels that; "As a 
rule, the best spellers are the b~st syllabicators~" 
In Webster'·s3 Ne1.11 Collegiate Dictionary it says that a 
11Syl1.able is several letters taken together so as to form one 
sound. •• The dictionary goes on to say; "In writing and print 
ing a part of a 't110rd separated from the rest and capable of 
being pronounced by a sing~e impulse of the voice is a sylla-
ble. 
Enunciating each syllable so that· ·it may be clearly 
heard is one of the first steps in lear~ing to spell. 
!ridyman4 :feels, "The first step in learning to spell a 
new word is to divide it into syllables, to pronounce each 
syllable and the 1.11ord as a whole." 
1 James A. Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 150 
2 Gertrude Hildreth, Learning •••••••• , op.cit., P• 479 
3webster's New Collegiate Dictionar;y_, G.& C.Merriam Co., 
Springfield, 1953 
4Willard F. Tidyman, op. cit • ., P• 346 
CJ~-====9~====~~===·==============-==========~~=== 
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Tidyman1 goes on to say, 
"The success of the learning exercise and of 
the recall of the word depends upon the closeness 
of the association between the soun~ of the sylla-
ble and the visual image of the letters." 
23 
Osborn2 indicates that syllabicating is even·more im-
portant in spelling than in reading. A pupil can hardly be 
expected to spe11 words of more than one sylla~le until be 
is conscious of the syllables involved. 
When learning to spell a ·new '\11ord the child first sees 
" 
the word as a l'ihole. Then he should break it d0'\11n into syl-
lables in order to include the correct letters. 
Schonell3 says that the average child first sees the 
\11ord as a whole-, the characteristic points of c:;:onfiguration 
being noted, after which be splits it up into syllables, 
' linking them up with their correct sounds~ 
Tidyman4 ;f'inds, "The study of phonics directly aids 
the learning of spelling by giving a know~edge of the sound-
value of letters." This is important but it is more impor-
tant that the syllable and not the letter should be the unit 
of vocalizing. 
11villard F. Tidyman, op. cit., P• 346 
21vorth J. Osborn, "Teaching Spelling by T.eacbing Syllables 
and Root 11Tords, 01 Elementary School Journal, September 
19.54, PP• 32-41 
3 Fred J. Scbonell, op. 'cit., PP• 277-279 
4Willard F. Tidyman, op. cit., P• 80 
----====~=========·================================~==== 0 
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lihen a long word is said, it is a picture of syllables 
and not the individual letters which is seen. The syllable 
sound should call up the syllable picnure and letters should 
be read from this picture. 
Do1ch1 claims: 
/II 
" . •••••• the picture of the syllable.and the 
sound of the syllable should be tied together. 
The reason for this is that as we hesitate in tbe 
t._rriting of a long l'lOrd we tend to say each sylla-
ble to ourselves. The syllable should should then 
bring up the syllable picture and '!.'11e should read 
the letters from thi~ picture."' 
Hildreth2 repeats, ••sensing the length of the word, the 
numbe_r of syl,lables, •••• help the writer to spell the l'110rd 
correctly." 
Gates3, too, has proven that when syllables become the 
units of attack rather than the 'tWrd as a whole, the letters 
or the phonic elements, there is more improvement. 
In learning long words our first step is to break the 
word up into syllables and treat each syllable as though it 
were a little word. It is at this point that the letters in 
tbe syllables are seen. 
Fitzgerald4 states: 
"Syllables are short and we can prove for our-
selves anytime, that we can look-at a short word and 
see the letters in the word while at the same time 
seeing the w·ord •••• we would make the word or the 
syllable in the word the unit of observation and 
study, not the letters." 
1 Edward tvm. Dolch, op. cit., p. 46 
2Gertrude Hildreth, Learning •••••• , op. cit., P• 479 
3James A. Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 166 
= a II 
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As bas been state4 before, syllabication and its im-
portance in learning to spell are recogni~ed by many author-
ities. Osborn1 notes: 
..The ability to syllabicate is undoubtedly 
an important factor in learn~ng to read ~nd 
spell, but our techniques for teaching: syllabi-
cation are woefully·inadequate. 11 
1~ile it is difficult to present a method for learning 
to spell a word that will fit all childr~n, it is necessary-
in group teaching to use a method that ~ill" meet the needs 
as far as possible, of all normal children. 
Hildreth2 in Learnin~ tbe Three R~s states: 
11The unsuccessful spelleJ.:'S more £requently 
lacked systematic method, organization, self-
direction, concentration, were more likely ~o be 
indifferent, or to work carelessly, and more of-
ten were poor in spe~ch enunciation. They seldom 
used vocali~ation, syllabication or visualization 
in spellinc•" · 
Betts3 states: "Hearing the syllables gives a set for 
seeing and writing the letters representing tbem •••• directs 
attention to pronunciation units, strengthens visual imagery 
't'l1ith auditory and motor imagery.'f 
1
worth J. Osborn, op. cit., PP• 32-41 
2 
Gertrude Hildreth, Learning ••••••• , 
3 E. A. Betts, op. cit. 
op •. cit., P• 562 
I 
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5. Generalizations 
The question of ~eaching spelling rules has been inves-
tigated by many writ.ers, although no agreement has been reach l-
ed. Archer1 states: "The child is certain to generalize in 
some l~ay or other •••• and it is the duty of the psychologists 
to find out bow to guide that g~neralization into tbe.proper 
cbannels.il 
Foran2 makes these observations on the teaching of rules 
"1. Only a ·few rules should be taught. 
2. Some rules should be taught for children 
will generalize what they have learned and such gen-
eralizations should be directed as far as the spe11-
i~g- Pf English words permits. 
3. Only one rule should be taught at a time. 
4. A rule should be taught only when there is 
need for it. 
5. The teaching of rules should be integrated 
with the arrangement or grouping of words ~n the 
textbook. 
6. Rules should be taught inductively rather 
than deductively. 
7. There should be ample reviews of the rules 
both in the grades in which they have been learned 
and in the follol11ing grades. 
8. Tests of knowledge of the rule should in-
sist not so much upon logical precision as on com-
prehension and ability to use the rule." 
1 c • .P. Archer, "Saving Time in Spelling Research, •• Journal of 
Educational Research 22:31, September, 1929. 
2Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling, 
Catholic University Press,,Washington, 1934. p. 144 
~~====~==~F============================================================~==~~~~==== 
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Sartoriusl concludes that rules tar.e·· of little value un-
less used frequently and consistently 1'11i th a large number of' 
w·ords. 
Barbe and Gannaway2 state: "When learning of' the rule 
. 
becomes the final outcome, there is little reason .to take time 
for teaching the rule •••• teach only rules which help the 
' 
child." Among spelling methods they recommend are giving op-
portunity for the child to use words in \'llriting, starting on 
a level where the child can have success, and studying system-
atically prefixes and suff'.i.xes, beginning long and short.,vow-
. els, syllables, compound words, singular and derived forms. 
Linehan3, in her survey o;f' spelling research states: "No 
one as yet has the answer to, Shall we teach rules?" 
1 Ina Craig Sartorius, Generalizations .in Spelling, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1931. 65 pages. 
2lvalter Barbe and Virginia Gannaway, fl5pe1ling to Learn," 
Education 76:301~5 January, 1956. 
.I 
3Eleanor B. Linehan, "A Summary of Research of Spelling Meth-
ods" (Unpublished ~ster's Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1946) P• 63 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PROCEDURE 
Population 
This study was carried out in a semi-rural community 
twenty-five miles from Boston. Taking part were l88·pupils 
in six heterogeneously grouped fourth grade classes and 19 
poor spellers £rom two fifth grade classes. (These l~ssons 
were originally planned £or very poor spellers, but, at the 
request of the reading supervisor in the town, they were 
given to all pupils in the fourth grade classes and to poor 
spellers in the fifth grade classes.) 
The study was carried out with the cooperation of the 
superintendent o£ schools, the reading supervisor, the as-
sistant reading supervisor and the principals o£ the three 
schools in tbe community. The writers met with them and the 
participating teachers to explain the study. The purpose o£ 
the study was discussed and ~be procedures were outlined. 
The lessons t\fere presented during a period o£ six weeks 
in January, February and March o£ 1961. 
Preliminarr Tests 
It was considered necessary for the purposes o£ the 
study to obtain scores on a standardized spelling test. The 
0 
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Stanford Spelling Achievement Test1 , Form K (old form) was· 
selected as r,epresentative of standardized tests suitable for 
both fourth and fifth grades. The old form was chosen because 
it was consistent with th~ type of testing, a dictated list 
of words,used throughout the study. 
To obtain a measure of the pupils! prior knowledge of 
phonics, the writers prepared a test inco.rporating all the 
phonic elements to be taught. 
These two tests were administered within two days prior 
to the period of the study. 
Final Tests 
To obtain a measure of the improvement in sp~lling fol-
lowing the study, Stanf.ord Spelling Achievement Test2 , Elemen-
tary Battery, Form J (old. forml' '\17as administered. This was 
al~o chosen because it was a dictation test suitable for both 
fourth and fifth grades. 
Another test incorporating phonic e~ements taught in the 
study, prepared by the writers, 1.11as given to measure improve-
ment in spelling of the phonic elements taught. 
Data on Intelligence, Mentai Ages and Chronological Ages 
Intelligence quotients were obtained f.rom school records 
~Truman L. Kelley, et al., Stanford Achievement Test, Elemen-
tary Battery', Form K (old form), 1vorld Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1953. 
2Ibid. Form J (old form) 
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of the California Short Form Test .of Mental M~turity1 given 
in September, 1960. 
Cbronoibgical ages were also obtained from school 
records. 
1California Short Form Test of Mental ~~turity, California· 
Test Bureau, Los Angeles, 1957. 
0 
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CONTENT OF THE LESSONS 
Phonic elements included in the lesson plans were be-
ginning blends, f:hnal blends, short vowels, long votvels, diph 
thongs and vowels affected by •r.,' The position of the votvel 
within the syllable in polysyllabic words was also studied, 
and drill was provided in dividing words into syllables, lis-
tening for syllables and correct pronunciati?n• 
The format for presentation of beginning blends is as 
follows: 
·I am going to say some words. Listen carefully 
and tell me with what sound they begin: (Say and write 
on board.) 
black, blanket, blue 
Yes, they all start tvith l!l.· Do you hear both i;he .Q. 
and the l.,? Notv sa.y the words with me. Say lU.· That's 
right, it's l;U., not l2.l..!!b... l'When two consonants are 
sounded together in the same syllable, we call them a 
blend. Listen to the word 'Qlend. It bas ttvo blends 
in it. One is Ql, the other is nd at the end of the 
word. 
Now, listen for the hl sound in these words. Tell me 
tvhich 1vords begin like black., (Say and writ.e on' board:) 
blue, blade, clock, blanket, brick 
Blue, blade, and blanket are correct. Say them with me 
On your t1orksheet write ~' blanket. Do your t'llords 
look like those on the ·board"? Write· them again without 
looking at the board: ~' ,bl£!.nke..:t,. Check them. ' 
--
- ~-
-
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Sample Pupil's WORKSHEET For·Beginning Blends 
-
. 
' 
0 Choose words \'11e have studied today to £ill the blanks 
in the sentences be'low: 
The l'lind tore the of'f' the clothes 
line. 
Put tbe dress :i.J1 the • 
A moth will toward the • 
Did you wear your and '? 
. 
lve to ball :in the field. 
Go out and do not the door. 
I 
~-
I 
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Presentation of Final Blends 
;{Say, and write on board;) 
went, first, fact, lift, belt, kept 
'Wpa't is the final sound of all these 111ords'? !. is cor-
~e~t. Do tbey all have the same final blend? No, they 
q~~ ~11 different. We have to listen carefully and look 
at all the letters. 
libat sound do you hear before the ~ in these words'? 
(Say and write on board) 
want, plant 
N is correct. Say the l...tords with me~ N0\11 write' the 
letters than make the sound n.t,. D~d you 'tvrite 'n-t•.'? 
Now write ~' plant, thinking ,.!:.!! as you write 'n-t' •. 
Do your words look like those on the board'? Write theip 
again: ~ant, plant. . 
--
-
-
---- -- - -
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Pupil's _WORKSHEET for Final Blends 
. 
' 
. 
C) 
1Y":ri te the 't110rds in the column at the left under -the 
\'lords which have the same blend. Sometimes tbe blend may be 
in the middle of the word. 
' I 
soft 
.lif.i ~ 
sent 
most 
mostly 
protect 
correct 
gifts 
fault ~ ~ 
kept 
meant 
melts 
slept . 
toast 
deares-t 
softly .f_elt S'\V'ept 
lifted 
pelt 
crept 
prevent 
:J 
nicest 
'lvept 
D 
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Presentation·of Short Vowel Sounds 
We have been thinking of consonant sounds. Today we 
are going to study the VO't'17el sounds. lie know that a 
long vowel says its own name. Each vowel also bas a 
short sound. What is the vowel sound in .!.!!.a.t.1 It is a 
short a. The ma~k which the dictionary uses .to show a 
short a is called a breve. it looks like this v • 
(lfrite mat on board, have children pronounce it, then 
put a breve mark over the • a. •) lve say that a short 
vowel says its sound. 
lllhat is the vowel sound in ;wll.? (\V'rite ~ on board) 
Yes, it is short 
What is the vOl.'ITel sound in b.l.;t? (Write ~ on board) 
Yes, it is short 
What is the vowel sound in JJ.Q..:t.? (Write ~ on board} 
Yes, it is short 
What is the vowel sound in ~? (lvri te .!.1.§. on board) 
Yes, it is short 
e. 
i. 
o. 
u. 
(Under these key words, write mate, ~' ~' note, ~·) 
· In these words the vowels are long. Say them-with me. 
Does your name have a short vol.'l1e1. sound? (Allow time to 
call attention to some names with short vowel sounds~) 
I am going to say some words. Tell me which ones have 
the short a sound, as in mat. 
paint, plain, pan, cape, pal (1\Trite on board) 
Pan and Pal are correct, Who will mark the short a 
sound? 
\ 
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Pupil's WORKSHEET for Short Vowel Sounds 
l. Say these words to yourself. Draw a line under the words 
which have the same vowel sound as the word at the left 
2. 
. 
mat gate, star, bag, batter 
wet when, wheel, weak, 't17eather -
bit thin, pine, is, inch 
not dove, dome, dot, dock 
us submarine, sure, fun, Sunday 
Choose the right 'tl1ord to complete these sentences: 
Mary likes to ___ her_ kitten. (pat, pet, pit) 
The pirates bid their treasure in the ____ • (sand, ·send) 
The little ____ won fi~st prize at the fair. (peg, pig) 
The old man lit the _ lllith a coal from the fire. 
(lamp, lump) 
Write the words at the left beside the word which bas the 
same vowel sound. Don't let the letters fool you. Say 
the words to yourself and find the word at the right 
which has the same short vowel sound •. 
rather :puppy sting 
wish simple 
letter belt went 
want shut 
offer stumble maps 
brag 
under up 
brag 
under gone 
0 
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Presentation of' Long Vo,vel Sounds 
Last Thursday 'tve studied abo.ut short vowels, 'tvhich say 
their sounds. Today we are going to think about some 
other vol.vel sounds. Who remembers what a long vowel 
is? Yes, it is a vowel 'tvh:i.ch says its own name. Does 
your name have a long vowel sound? (Allow time to call 
attention to names which have long vowel sounds, as Ray, 
Edith, Irene, Owen, Eunice, etc.) We show that a vowel 
has a long sound by a mark like thi~ - over a vowel, 
a as in ·mate. This mark is called a macron. 
I ~m going to say some words. 
the same sound as 'a' in rain. 
board:) 
play, match, plane, mark 
Tell me which ones have 
(Say and 't'l7ri te on th.e 
Play and plane are correct. 
in correct place). 
(Have a,pupil put macron 
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Exerc:i.ses from Pup:i.l 's "\vORKSHEET, Long Vowels 
Draw a c:i.rcle around the liTOrds tll'h:i.ch have the same vow-
el sound as the words at the left. 
make map, table, an:i.mal, change, pa:i.n, 
rather 
sweet geese, teach, egg, ne:i.ther, eng:i.ne, 
these 
1\l'r:i. te the correct word :i.n the space to complete the sen-
tence: 
There :i.s a net'17 _ :i.n :front of' the door. (mat, mate) 
I have a net..r of baseball cards. (set, seat) 
Say to yourself each of the t'17ords l.isted belotlf. Dec:i.de 
whether the vot..rel SQund you hear :i.n :i.t :i.s long or short. If 
:i.t :i.s short, c:i.rcle the letter at the r:i.gbt that has th:i.s 
mark "" above :i.t. If' :i.t is long, c:i.rcle the letter that has 
th:i.s mark - above :i.t~ The f:i.rst :i.s done for you • 
act stump 
check v -e . e key 
..., 
u 
-e 
u 
v 
e 
dr:i.nk i 
..., 
l'11h:i.p :i. 
robe 
hate 
IJ 
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Presentation of' Spelling Long Vo111el Sounds 
(Write on boar.d:.) 
make, these, like, stone, cute 
Say these words 111ith me. Are tbe votsJel sounds long or 
short? Yes, they are all long. 
Look at the t,.rords again. Are there any other vowels 
besides those which say their name.s? Yes, all the word 
end in silent •e.• 
Look at these words: (Write under words above) 
brave, complete, shine, drove, amuse 
Say them with me. Are they like the first words we 
s.aid? Yes, they all have long vowels. 
How man~ consonants are there after the long vowel? 
One. All have a silent •e.• 
What can tV'e say about all .these words? (Dra1'17 from the 
children the p~inciple that many words having long 
vowel sounds are spelled wi·th. the V0\17e1 that says its 
name, one consonant, and silent •e.•) 
Not all words llTith long votV'el sounds are spelled this 
way, but we can think of many that are. 
Let 1 s see how many words 111e can think o;f that are 
spelled like ~. (List suggestions on board under 
~.) 
- ---~ ~ 
' 
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Pupil's WORKSHEET f'or Spelling Long Vowel Sounds 
I 
1Y'rite the words at the bottom of' the page under the key 
't'170rd that rhymes 't'l7ith it. 
' 
make bra11:e f'ace late care 
- - - -
these 
like shine nice side f'ire 
. 
-- - -
C) 
stone note bef'ore 
-
. 
cute use pure 
- -
gave sure race f'ine nature 
pine vote cure spire ride 
alone ref'use save bare slice 
share wire store place hide 
more mice date h~re nine 
mute bone acute remote slate 
') 
I 
- - I 
-
-
··-
- -
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Presentation of Long 00 Sound 
--
.Q.2., 2' .!! 
1. a. Look and listen 't11hile I write and say: 
-' 
too, tooth room, broom coo, cool 
b. Say them. Spell them -aloud. 
' 
c. What vowel sound do you hear in these words? 
d. Which VO't11e ls say oo? 1 oo' says .2.2.• 
-
e. Look and listen, they say and spell these words: 
coon coop toot roof 
' 
soon droop boot proof 
0 spoon scoop shoot goof 
' 
moon scoot scoot proof 
f. Copy any six of these 1'11ores a:fter number 1 on 
your 111orksheet. 
. 
~ 
I 
0 
Pupil's 1!TORKSHEET of' Long oo Sounds 
1. 00 2. u 
4. Copy tt11o more 't'JOrds in each column • 
.5. Put the correct words in the f'ollotl1ing sentences: 
a. It is a------- day (not tl1arm) 
b. John has on his rubber ------· (worn on f'eet) 
c. The wind ----- during the night. (to blow) 
d. R,__ ___ _ is a girl's name. 
e. Jerry told the 
----------· (opposite of' lie) 
f'rom the tree. (to f'ly) f'. The birds 
g. The boy was 
h. He began to 
to his teacher. (impolite) 
----- on his horn. (blolv) 
41 
6. Write the words your teacher dictates: (Cover the upper 
part of' your paper.) 
. 
. 
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I 
Presentati.on of' Vowels affected by 'r' 
a 
- r, 0 
- r ' 
l. a. Look at the blackboard while I write, and listen 
while I say these words: 
car, far, bar, jar, cards, 
carton, farmer, start, garden 
b. Say these words f'or me. 
c. 1vhat letters make this vot..rel sound? 'A - r. • 
d. Usually when 'a' is followed by 'r' it sounds 
the l..ray it does in these t11ords. 
e. Copy these words on your worksheet af'ter number 
l. 
car, far, :farmer, start, 
0 card, cart 
. 
:) 
- ~ 
,[ 
·o ~3 ' 
Pupil's \vORKSHEET for Vowels Affected by •r.' 
1. 2 • 
.. 
3. Write ~ word that rhymes with corn. 
1Yrite a word tbat rhymes l11ith form. 
0 1frite a l..rord that 17hymes with car. 
Write a word tbat rhymes with shark! 
lV"ri.te a word that rhymes wi:th sport. 
•o• foll.owed by 'r • is usually pronounced like •o • in 
.2£.• 
'A' followed by •r • is usually pronounced like •a• in car 
4. Cov$r your work above and 1~rite the l'.Tords your teacher 
pronounces. 
1. 6. 
2. 7. 
3· a. 
' 
4. 9 • 
. 
.5· 10. 
C) 
- I 
0 
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Presentation of Principles of Syliabicationl 
1. How many o:f you have ever beard me say, "If you 1-gould on-
ly sound out your words in syllables it would help you?" 
2. Today 'tve are going to start 'tvorking on a new 'tvay o:f sound 
ing which we hope will help you in your spelling and pro-
nunciation of words. It is called "The Five VO"t11el Posi-
tions." That means that there are five different places 
in words where vowels may be placed. 
3. Now you know that there must be at least one vowel in 
every vord .• 
bag, l~t, fig, hog, pl!:!.g h~~.2.' fl.l: 
If there is more than one "part'' (or syllable} there must 
be a vowel in each ''part," 
b! cz_ Cl!:., 
4. The vowels will always be in one of these positions: 
(Write on board) 
not on the enc;l 
on the end 
all alone 
side by side -brnn 
silent 'e' on the end tid&, 
5. No't.g let's look at some words and see if 1ve can tell some 
things about them. life 1vill want to know bow many VO'tvels 
there are, where the vowels are, and what the vowels say. 
6. Put the follO'tving chart on the board and have the child-
ren say the words, spell them, and then ask the questions 
on the headings on the chart.) 
GROUP I 
1.. Ho1v many vowels? 
flag 1 
2. Where:? 3. ~llhat does the vowel 
say? 
Not on the Vowel says its sound 
end a 
11\iedford Public Schools, Speech, Ear Trai'ning and Word Analy-
~' Exce~pts from Curriculum Guide, Medford, ~kss. 
1954. 
~ 
0 
Pupil's WORKSHEET f'or Syllabication 
1. How many vowels? Where? 1.Vbat does the VO"'vel say? 
mud 
sad 
shot 
west 
ask 
stuf'f' 
step 
grip 
cost 
When there is only one vowel and it is not on the end, the 
vowel says its sound. 
2. Ho1v many votvels? Where? What does the vowel say? 
cry 
be 
sky 
be 
go 
1-lhen there is only one vo"'vel and it is on the end, the vowel· 
says. its name. 
0 
0 
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Pre~entation of Vowel. Chart 
1. Let's see how well l11e remember our VOl11els and 't11bat they 
say. (Put headings and words on board and work out to-
gether.) ' 
How many vowels'? Where'? What do vowels say'? 
that 
she 
I 
grain 
cave 
2. On your worksheet 't11ork out the words after number 1 • 
.3. (\vork this out on the board;) 
Now we have found out that when we have 
One vowel 
not on the end 
. on tbe end 
all alone 
Two vowels 
side by side 
'e • on the end 
Vowel Chart 
It says its sound 
It says its name 
It says its name 
First vowel says its name 
Second vowel keeps still 
First vowel says its name 
Second vowel keeps still 
We can easily see that the only time tbe vowel says its 
sound is when it is not on the end. 
~- ~ave your children copy Vowel Chart on worksheet after 
number 2.) 
1. 
Ibid. 
-
- ----------
----
~ 
-- ------ ---------
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WORKSHEE'l' 
1 .. How many vowels? Where? What does the vowel 
say? 
shut 
spry 
0 
goat 
slave 
prince 
pail 
queen 
strip 
above 
~ 
2. 
VOWEL CHART 
' 
j 
-... ' ~ ) 
-
.. 
- II 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to determine 1'1hether 
planned exercises using word analysis could improve the 
spelling ability of pupils in the lower intermediate grades. 
An informal measure of' spelling which used words not 
appearing in the exercises but 111ords cr.o.ntaini.rng the elements 
taught was administered in January. Another form of this 
informal test was given in }~reb. 
The Stan£ord Achievement Test1 Elementary Battery Form 
K, Spelling Achievement, 't11as given in January and Form J of 
the same test was used as a measure in March • 
. A comparison of :mean chronological ages and intelli-
gence quotients appear in tables one and two. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS - GRAnE FOUR 
Test No. Range }lean S.D. 
C.A .. 
I.Q.. 
166 
166 
8.4.-11.9 
79-151 
9.8 
112.36 
5.00 
12.48 
1K:e11~~,'Erwna.n L., Stanford Achievement Test, ElementarY, 
Battery, Spelling List. World Book Company, Yonkers 
Ne't11 York, 1953. 
0 
An examination of the above table shows that the mean 
chronological age o£ nine years and eight. months is normal 
for Grade Four. The range indicates that there are some 
unde'P'!!'age.d. an·d s.ome over-aged children in the group. 
The mean intelligence quotient of 112.36 indicates a 
better than average group'of children, in terms of inte1li-
gence. There are extreme cases at both ends of the range. 
TABLE II 
CO:MPARISON OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND 
INTELLIGENCE Q,UOTIE:NTS ~ GRADE FIVE 
:) Test No. Range J.l.iean s.n. 
c. A. 16 ·1.0.2-11. 7 10.9 5.00 
I 
I. Q. 16 81 -113 95 11.00 
The mean chronological age of ten years and nine months 
is normal for Grade v. The range shows a spread of seventeen 
months and shows some overage children in the group. 
The mean I.Q. of 95 is at the lower end of the normal 
population in terms of intelligence. 
0 
TABLE III 
CO~~ARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON 
INFOR}mL SPELLING TEST - GRADE IV 
Test No. Mean s. D. 
Jan. 187 43.1 13.5 
~~r. 187 53.7 10.5 
S. E • .m 
1.06 
.83 
Di;f'f. 
10.6 
50 
c. R. 
'!'be diff.erenc~ between means of 10.6 points of score 
yields a critical ratio of 7.92, 1-gbich is highly significant 
and sbo111S grmvtb as a result of the exercises. 
TABLE IV 
CO~lPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON 
STANFORD SPELLINGTESTl- GRADE IV 
Test No. Mean s. D. 
Jan. 185 42.3 7.2 
1-lar. 187 43.2 7.0 
s. E. 
.57 
.ss 
Diff. s. E. 
-79 
c. R. 
The difference between means of .9 points of score 
yields a critical ratio of 1.14, "ivhicb is positive but not 
statistically signif'icanti 
1Truman L$ Kell!X, Stan~ord •••• Ibid. 
0 
) 
Time No. 
Jan. 16. 
Mar. 16 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OE MEAN SCORES ON 
INFORMAL SPELLING TEST - GRADE V 
Mean s. D. Diff. s. E. diff 
28.0 13.26 
12.82 4.06 
40.82 14.80 
.51 
c.R. 
3e11 
Analysis of figures on Table V indica~es that in Janu-
ary the pupils acb.ieved a mean score of 2.8.0 on the informal 
spelling test. In~March the mean score was 40.82; yielding 
a difference· of 12.82 and a critical rati.OI!Of 3.11, which is 
above 2.,5?6, the one per cent level of statistical signifi-
canoe. 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON THE 
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST1 - GRADE V 
Time No. Mean S.D. s.E.m Dif'f. s. E.di:f£ c.R. 
Jan. 19 31.0.5 7e'70 .1..82 
6.0'7 3.13 1.94 
].lar. 1'7 3'7el2 9.90 2.48 
Table VI indicates that the pupils in grade five 
1J:bid. 
. 
. 
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achieved a mean score of )l.OSpoints on the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test·l, Elementary Battery Form K, Spelling Achievement, 
in January. Tbe seven~eett pupils who took the Stanford 
Achievement Test2 Elementary Battery, Spelling Achievement, 
Form J, in March achieved a mean score of 37.12, showing a 
difference of 6.07 points. Tbe critical ratio was 1.94, 
which is positive but below 1.96, the fiv.e per cent level of 
statistical significance. 
J 
CHAPTER TIVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Purpose 
It was th~ purpose of the study to determine whether 
word analysis exercises planned to strengthen auditory, vis-
ual, and kine·sthetic imagery and the bonds between them 
would improve the spelling ability ,Qf pupils in grade four 
and of poor spellers in grade five. 
Population 
The population consisted of 188 pupils from six beter~ 
ogeneous classes in grade four and 19 poor spellers select~d 
from three classes in grade five. All participating classes 
were from tbe same semi-rural community 28 miles from Boston. 
Plan of the Study 
The study consisted of thirty lessons in phonetic and 
structural analysis of words, with daily opportunity for 
listening to, pronouncing, seeing, and writing selected 
words. Elements taught w$re beginning and final blends, 
long and short vowel.sounds and their most common spellings, 
diphthongs, vowels influenced by •r.• and principles of 
syllabication. 
Two types of tests were used: the Stanford Achieve-
ment Testl and an informal test prepared by the writers 
0 
0 
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on words which contained the elements to be taught. One form 
of each of these tests was adm~nistered in January, 1961 and 
another form in March. The study covered a period· of six 
weeks. Each lesson was planned for. a period of twenty min-
utes. A teacher's manual of lesson plans and daily' work-
sheets for the pupils were pr~pared. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The data were analyzed to determine the amount of gain 
in spelling power as measured by 
a. The informal test. 
be The Stanford Achievement Testl. 
The following conclusions may be drawn on the basis of 
tbe population used in the study. 
Grade li'o.ur 
1. The difference in mean scores achieved by 
pupils in grade four on the two informal 
tests yielded a critical ratio.' of '7.92, 
which is highly significant. 
2. The critical rat1c.between January and 
March scores on the Stanford Spel~~ng 
Achievement Test2 was 1.14, which is 
positive but not statistically signifi-· 
cant. 
0 
0 
.5.5 
Grade Five 
1. Comparison of scores achieved by fifth grade 
pupils on the two informal tests yielded a 
critica1 ratio of 3.11, which is statistically 
significant. 
2. Comparison of fifth grade ·scores on the Stan-
ford Achievement Tests1 yielded a crit.ical 
ratio of 1.94, which is below 1.96, tbe five 
per cent level of statistical significance. 
Limitations and Implications of the Study 
Limitations 
The six weeks allotted to the study proved to be insuf-
ficient in the opinion of participating teachers for effect-
ive teaching of tbe materials presented. Tb&y stated tbat 
the exercises were of value, but that more time was needed 
for reinforcing and enriching them. Some:expressed an inter-
' 
est in interspersing the materials with their regular spel-
ling curriculum throughout tbe ye~r. 
No special attendance records were kept, and the writer~ 
are of the opinion that absences of some pupils may have bad 
a bearing on the scores of the final tests. 
An examination of the Stanford Achi~vement Test2 reveal 
l Ibid 
2 
Ibid 
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that it contains very ~ew words with the· elements taught in 
the study. The writers believe that it did not, there~ore, 
b give the children opportunity to show muchtlhe spelling power 
tbey had gained. 
The number of ~ifth grade pupils participating was too 
small for the data to be reliable. 
Implications 
Analysis o~ the data shows critical ratios in the fol-
lowing order of significance: 
Grade Four - Informal Test 
Grade Five - Informal Test 
Grade Five - Stanford Achievement Testl 
Grade Four - Stanford Achievement Test2 1.14 
These figures indicate that the lessons were most ef-
fective in increasing the ability of ~ourtb grade pupils to 
spell the elements taught in the study and least effective 
in improving fourth grade spelling as measured by the 
Stanford Achievement Test3. 
There was some value in the. exercises for all pupils, 
as indicated by the positive critical ratios on all four 
tests. These varied from 7.92 on Grade Four In~ormal Test 
I 
to 1.14 on Grade Four Standford Achievement Test4. 
0 57 
Critical ratios on the Stanford Achievement Testl scores 
indicate that more transfer of training occurred among poor 
spellers in grade five (1.94) than among'a heterogeneous pop-
ulation in grade four. (1.14). Grade four pupils showed a 
greater growth on the informal test, as indicated by critical 
ratios of 7.92 for grade four and 3.11 for grade five. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESE~RCH 
On the basis of the results of this study the writers 
make the :follow-ing suggestions for :further research: 
1. Tne study be expanded and enriched, with provision 
:for more drill and repetition. Two or th,ree :fi:fteen-minute 
periods per week over the school year are recommended. 
2. The study be conducted with a more carefully con-
trolled group, and that attendance records. be kept. 
). An equated study be conducted with experimental 
and control groups and matched pairs. 
4.. The study be conducted with poor spelle~s in grade 
six. 
5. An analysis of' errors on individual tests be made. 
6. ~he study be conducted with a varied regional pop-
ulation. 
7. The materials in this study be· divided into two 
separate units composed of' (1) phonetic elements and (2) 
syllabication, and that studies be conducted on each of 
these. 
0 
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APPENDIX A 
TEACHING MATERIALS 
0 
• v 
FOREWORD TO TEACHER~ 
The purpose of this program iR to dete~mina what 1mprovement 0 
if anYv in the Rpelling abilitY of the poorer spellers in gredes 
four end ~ive will result from a sy~~ematic study of phonetic 
element~ in everyday wordsp Fou~ ohase9 of the Apelling proce~e ~ 
are ~tre~sed~ auditory di~oriminatio~v visual perceptionv·~peech= 
motor imageryv and hand=motor image~yQ Effort is made to develop 
the bonds between the auditory stimulus of the spoken word and 
1t~ written spellingo Tihere there is more than one spelling for 
a given sound» visual imagery and ~ilent o1~al spelling are drawn 
upon to augment the auditory ~timulus~ 
Pre~edent to justify this method is found in the writings of 
Hollingworthlv Ferna.ld2 I> Gillingham and St.illmanJ b and Schone114 & 
. . 
and RussellS? The write~s have tried to include all common speech 
1, Hollingworthp Leta s .. v .Th~ Psxchology of SIH:!cial pias.bi.li t;[ iq 
Spel~~o · Contributions to Education No~ 88G New Yorkv 
.Bureau of Publica.t1ons I> Teachers College 1J .Columb'ia Uni ver= 
sitYo Po ?9=80o · 
2Q FernaldD Grace Mov Remedial_Techni~uee i~ the Basi~ Schog! 
~ubJec~o 'McGraw:Hill BoOk Coo 0 NoYoCitY 9 19h3 3U~po 
Po l~'( 
)o Gillinghamp Anna and gtillmanl> BesQie 8 F~mediaJ T~ainin~ 
Children \11th Speci fie D1sab111 ~ in Reading" Suell1ngl)· 
and-Penman~h~1to (Pub1i~nea by t e autho~gp Litno~ravlied. 
oy ~aC'Kett an 1Vilhelms Lithograuh Co .. D New York) Gil11ng·= 
hF.m9 Ne1·1 Yor'lt.D 191.!.60 Part IIo Remedial rrainingo Po 1:3o 
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aounds involving more than one letter and the most common spellin@:s 
" 
aounda wbiah .are phonetically regularo No effort iR made to inalu.de 
all words which havethese spellingAo Words which children Auggest 
may be substituted for those given in the lesson Plans provid.ed · 
. . 
the spelling is regularo However 9 some of the words 1n~icat~d pro·., 
! vide review of elements previously taughto For example 9 ~hro~ in 
the. lesson on long o reviet:rs the blend thr: Lessons :for the Sth 
~ . ~-
, 
' 
week present princip~eR of syllabication ~A they apply to phon= 
etically regular wordso 
One form of a ~tandardized spelling test 1$ given before 
the atudy and anot·her form at the end" There are also two 
spelling teAts prepared 9Y the writers ~hich include common vox~e 
embodying the phonetic principles to be taught~ Success of the 
experiment will be indicated by improved .~coreA on the final test" 
Needless to say 9 the teacher9s pronunciation is of utmost 
imoo~tance~ Her enunciation should be clea~ and d1st1nct 0 but not 
exaggerated.. Where ·the lee~on planR ca~l for the pronunciation 
of a speech sound 8 it 1e underlined 9 ~" When the names of the 
letters are to be saidv ·they are set off by quotation mark~v 
11 p=l11 o Instructions to the tea.eher are in parentheses, Othe~ 
partR of the lesPon plans are to be spoken by the teacher 0 .with 
pauses for the children°a answerso 
'!'he pattern of the le(!;sona is as follot-.rs g 
1~ Teacher pronounce@ the Bord~ 
2b Teacher t·Jri tee word on blackboardc 
3a Children pronounce wor-d" 
4o Children listen for sounds in word teacher BQY9o 
So Children write letters ~hich make the sound~ 
6o Work is checlted with teacher 0 e wri tte~ sample~· 
.· 
0 
Space i~ provide-d on l:JOrksheeta for a.ll written t·wrkc. l>ioBt 
of the workRheets include axerciaee to be completed by the 
children individually as aeatworko Fifteen to tt-tenty minutes 
ahould be spent on each leaeqno 
If the children show interest 1n the reason for our variable 
spellingsD a. brief. exple.nation <flf the. d'evelopment of our language 
is in ordero Points to bring out areg 
lo English grew slot11Y as people from other par·ta of 
Europe !laving different languages conquered the 
original tribeao 
Zo Words ~bich French=speaking people ~rought with them 
still tend to have French spel11ngsz words from 
Germany are likely to have German spellings~ 
. . 
3., Anglo-saxon l-:!ords sometimes keep to theix- or1g1...-
nal spe111ngso 
4~ For hundreds of yea.ra 0 Latin waA the only written 
language9 some of our words come directly from 
Latin~ others are from Latin aourceae through 
FrenchP Italian& or Span~~ho 
5., our language is· still changing,. ·one hundred. 
years ago no one had to spell airplane or 
television., New words are et111 bei~g addedo 
0 hl, cl~ flc,gl, pl, sl 
I am going to say some words.., Listen C!aref"llly and tell me with 
vJha t so:md they begi11: 
0 
(Say ~nd write on ° bosrd.) 
black, bl~nket~ bl~ 
Yes, they all start with )l,l. Do you hear both the ;h a'1d the l.'? 
No\IT ~ay the \>!Ol"ds 'VTith me., Say ]ll.., l'hat 0 s right, itcs hl/ not 
~~ When two consonants al~e sounded together in the same syllable., 
He call them a blencL Listen to the \"Jord ~" It has two blends 0 
in ito One is .hl, the other is ;rui at the end of' the wordn 
Nm·r listen for the b..l so1;nd in these 'vlordso Tell me \>lhich woz'ds 
begin like ~o {Sayoan1 write on board:) 
bl·1e, blade, clock., blsnket 9 brick 
Blue~ blade~ an1 bl~nket are correctoo Say them with 1neo 
On yo .ll' worksheet write hl.:J.e.~ _b~... Do yo·lr \vords look like 
those on the board, \'lfri te them again without loo}{ing at the board ; 
~~ U:mkfi.t. Check them., 
Nmv listen to the beginning so•.m1s of t~ese words: (Say 9.n:l \'lri te 
on bo9.rd o) 
bleed~ clock, fl~g 5 gl~sses 9 pl~net, slide 
Do they ~11 start alike7 No 9 they are all dirferent~ 
What so·.md do you hear in :ali or these words? 1 is ::orrecto Wh:at 
letter m~kes ~? 01., 3 
All the wor1s I will say now h~ve an l after t~e first consonanto 
fell me the ~trst so·md YO'l hear in clothing,, It is k, What is 
the ~lE'nd? lcs~ it is ~.. \-lh:tt letters spell cJ,.? Yes, uc-1., ~ 
~rite the~ on yo~r worksh~et as yo~ think ~~Q Write ~Jean, ~lg~fti 
ft-rrite on board)o Do yo1r ~/lords look li!(e ':hose on the bo:1.rd? 
ltlri te the;n again wi tho 1t looki11g at tV,.e boB.rd: ~'J glos.f_t.. 
Wh:lt so·Jnd io yo1 hear beforo the ~ in ~1 E is correcto #hat 
is the blend? Yes 9 it is !l@ Wh:lt letters spell !l? °F-le 9 
Ylrite vf-1 8 on yo·xro p3.per as j."Ol think fi. Write l'J.Jl:, ~ .. 
dri te on bo9.rd.) Say the:n \t/i t'1 me. Do yo:.ir words loo!.{ lik~ !:hose 
on the bo~rd? Write them agsin: ~ !l~ae. 
~-Jh'3.t so m:l 10 yo 1 "le3.r bef'ore the ~ in gl';J.sses? (Say ~nd ·.>~rite on 
bo~rl.) Say the vlOr':l wtt•'1 meo It starts with ,gi a.n:l the blend ts 
~1., Is this t,1.e s:3.me as the beginning so·mj of ~st? no, it is 
r<L, What letters spell ,gJ.,? Yes, ~ g=l. ' \vr t te b g-1 « on yo,lr 
:otksheet ~s yo~ think glu Write e~~~~, EloVe§ (write gl~ves 
0'1) bo'3.rd)... Jo yo .lr \!lOrds look 1 ike th~=>se? ·.vri te the~ a~,1in wi tho·J!t 
'woking at the board: gj,Jl~, g,__1,Q.l~& .. 
11Jh3.t so"t:"nd 1o you he13.r before the J, in ~' ~? (Say and write 
">"1 bos.l"''l YP?., it is'!! a.n1 the bl~·nd is pl .. What letters "tlake .ril3 
P-1. ~ :rhink .Rl 9.3 Y'Oll 1:1ri te Jp-1.? 
words look like those on the board¥ 1tlri te .:QJ,au, .ttW o Do yo .u~ TJ/ri te the=n again: .pl:2.n) ~.~. 
What is t~e beginning so.:m-1 of• ~q, SllOVllZ, ~? (Say an'l 
write on board~) .§., and the blend is .§.lo Say the words with me a 
Now vrrite 0 s~l 0 as yo.l think .§.l. ·:l"ite gJ..gw1z., ~o Do yo1r 
\ITOr,js look like those on the board? '.oJrite them ag-:1in; sJp~lz, ~. 
(E~)ase board~) 
Now t::~.rn yo·1r paoer ra1:1ti see if yo·.1 .remember ho\>T to write these 
words: cle~n, bi~nket, flamej glasses, pl~y, slowly. (Write 
worJs on bo~rd after ~11 h~ve been dictated, chiljren correct o·wn p~pers o) 
You may finish your \torksheets at yo'.lr seats" 
FIRST ~ - ~uesday 
br, cr~ dr, :fr, gr!' pr~ tr 
Here are some more beginninc ·blends.. 1-Jnat sound do you hear in 
all o:f them? (Say and w;t>ite on board:) 
brook 9 cream, dry, fresh, grown, pretty, truck 
R is correct. Do ·!;hey all start the same \vay? No , they do not .. 
-
_, What sound do you hear before the I. in £,ri~~ brook? ~· ~ is 
wri·liten °b-r. ' · Wri te0 b-r 1 on yo"irc paper as you think br. 
. -Sa:y the l!JOrds with me o (write on 'board). · 
W:rit.e brinSi., brook. Check your lvords i1ith those on the board. 
Write theT:l again: bring, brook 
\.Jhat sound do you .hear before the ;:, in creaJD., ~us:q.? (Say and 
write on boardo) The sound is k. K before '1' or 'r' is 
- -l.'ITri tten ~c .. ' 'I..Jri te 0 c-r • thinl<:ing ~ as you 1·n:i teo Say the 
l.'lOrds l·.rith me.. Nmr write the111 on your \vorksheet: cream, crush. 
-
(Present the· Zollowi~g words~ following the sequence of steps 
listed belm.,r: 
fry, fresh 
group , grand 
pretty, prick 
truck, trail 
(distinguish from ~) 
: 
1. Teacher says \VOrd nnd 1.-lrites it on board. 
2. Children identify blend and write it 
3. Children say word . 
4. Children write "t-mrd, check it 9 and re-write i "l.i., 
After ~~~9 ~i~ have been presented, erase bc~~d.) 
t, f. l.t-. 
Novr turn your papers over an~ \·Trite these words: truckll 
prett~, 5Fand, brook, cream, 'drink. 
You may do the exercise on your tmrksheet at your seat. 
FIRST \&EK - Wednesday 
sk, sc, sr.1, sn, sp, st, sw 
These 'words are a 
studyingo Listen 
c~ tell me how., 
little different from the words we have been 
and \'latch as I write them, and see if you 
(Say and Wl."'i·he on board:) 
I 
skip g score, small, snm'l ,. sparrow, storm, Slving 
Is the first letter the same? Is the second letter the same? 
No, it is different every timeo We have to listen carefull~ 
to all the sounds to knoit>r -vrhat the word means. Does §.Pill 
sound and mean the same as skill and spil~? 
What sound do you hear after ~ in skip, sky~ skate? (Say and 
~~ite on board .. ) Yes, it is~· In these words the blend is 
~, \Jri tten 's-k. 8 Write 0 s-k ' on your worksheet as you 
think ~... Now say the ~ords vli th me. . Write them on your 
worksheet on the line 1'li th sk: skate, sky.. Do your words 
-look like those on the board? Write them again; skate, ~~· 
Now listen again: (say and viri te) 
sky, scout, score 
Do they have the same beginning sounds? Yes, they do.. .But 
look at the board. Do they all start the same? 
No, .[,q starts l•rith •s-k, • but §gout and score sta~t t·dth 's-c.' 
•co before ta,• 'o,• or •u: says~' just as vk' doeso we have 
to look at the letters. Say the words I'J'ith meo 
Now "tvrite §!£;!, scout 0~cori!P'" Did you ~tart ~ ttith 's-k," scout 
vrith 0 s-c?~ Write them again lvithout looking at the. boardo 
What s<;>und do· you hear after §. iu small, smash? (Say and write 
on board.) tl is correct to \Irite 's-m' on your worksheet as you 
·think ~., Say the words \lith meo Now write them on your paper: 
small 11 smash. Check them. \.J'ri te ·them again: small, srnash .. 
-(Pr·esent the following uords, following the sequence below·: 
snow, snap (distinguish from ~) 
spot 11 spin 
starfl still 
Sl'Tim, swing 
1. Teucher says word ~kd write it on board. 
2o Children identify blend and ·hrrit;e it. 
3. Children say word. 
4 o Children write lmr.d, check i "!;, and re-wr:L te ito 
.After st-limil§.l!~ have been presented~ erase boardo Dictate:) .§Win!fi,~ , , LW-O~'> ~~!l::.~ ~ate,, ~Q 
·0 
FIRST \.JEBK - Thursday 
ch, sh, th, wh, tch. 
(Write on boardwithout s~ing: ch, sh, th~ wh, tch.) 
.. 
Here are'some more groups of letters like the blends we have 
been studyingo Say them with me: 
They are not really blendso We don't say !s.-a or _!!-8 or ~-!1 
or t-c-h. · \.Je use these· letters together when we write the 
sound-ch, sh, th. They are called_ aigraphso . 
\ih is·;-little~ifferent too .. We really say h before win 
- . ... .... 
words like which and when. But it is. always written °w-h.' (write) 
• WA4Id ~ • 
~.one qf our words begin t~i th 'h-w:. ' (Do not write 11h-w •0) 
What is the beginning sound of chicken, cheer? (S~ and write 
on boardo) It is £8 9 which 1>1e write 0c-h. v Say the l'rords 
with me.. Now ta-ite 0c-h • as you think ch. Write chicken,, 
cheer. Check them with the board.. Wri"t; them again: chlt~Jten 
' ~ 
cheer. 
Listen to these t'lords: ~' which (\fri te on board.}' Where 
is the ~ sound? Yes, it is at t:q.e ·end oi' the \'lOrdo It i.s 
written °£-!1' in these words, just as it is in the beginning 
of a 1r10rda Say the ~:ords with me o N0\1 tv.t>i te them: ~, 
which. no· they look like tlie lvords on the board. Olieck and 
write them again: ~' !!!!ich. 
Now look and listen as I say these \'lOrds: match, crutch. 
(Write on board~) What is the final sound? Yes, it is the 
same as in mucho But look at the spellingo. Notice the 't 9 
--=--before the 11 c-h.' 9T-c-h is used only at the end of a \'lord~ 
never at the beginningo .These words are \-r.t'itten like much: 
( vvri te under wucf!) touch t such !l. ~rhich t march) • These are 
written like match: (write under match) ~tcht watch, blotch, 
E,gtcher.. N0\'1 \tr~te match~ patch. Check them and t·rrite them 
again: match, patch. 
What is ·the beginning sound of sharp" shame? (Sey and write on 
board.) It; is ~' written °s-h.' Write sharp, shameo Say 
them 1--ri tJ:t me. . Check them and write them ag~dn: §harp, shane. 
Nm'l listen again: (Say and write) brush., push Where is the 
§!l• At the endc It is. written the same wo:y as at the begin-
ning. Say the words. ·Now trll."ite brush~ push. Checlc them and 
write them again: brush~ ;push. 
What is the beginning sound of th~nkt thi~? (Write on board.) 
I·!i is .S» vThich is "tr.rritte.n °t-h. e Write 0 t-l:f as you think .:th.· 
First \-leek - Thu.rsd:ay (Cont~.) 
.·• 
Say the words with meo Now say these words (write on board): 
~~~§£, ~~ez. The sound is a little different~ but it is i~itten 
the same "~ila:y 9 ° t-h. ' 
Nmv write jahanl:£~ these on your \rorksheet. Check them with the 
boardo \-Trite them agai;n]' thank, :!zhese. 
Where is the th in month~ both? (Write on board) At the endo 
Say the i'll'Ords with me. I·t is still llfri t-'aen th 0 t-ho • 1-l:ri te 
m9nt~, ~· Cheek. th~m -vlit;h the board and write them again: 
~ntg~ ~· 
\.Jhat is the first sound in ~' !J'hicll.? (Write on board) Say 
.the words "t'lith me. Ho\-v do we write wh. 8W-h. • Think wh as 
-you write ~' \vheat. Do your t'lords look like those on the 
board? 
Which of the·se words begin like ~: (say and write) 
t'lhe·ther, laTent, ~rrhen, water, wheat 
}i!t_e·iiher, ~' and v1heat are correct.,· We have to listen 
carefully and speak carefully to lmow which words begin wi ·th 
!!h.• No\·t write ~' wheat again • 
. 
(Erase board. ) 
Now turn your paper over arid: v1rite "c;hese \'IO:rds: cheer, much, 
.@harp,, ·ma·tch, thank~ pfrlihn wheat.o (Write o:n board! chil~ 
correc·!i mm) 
-o 
' 
FIRST HEEK - Friday 
Let us see if you remember how to w~ite some of the sounds 
we have studied. this weeko Write the words I dictate on the 
lined paper which is your worksheet today o Ntunber your paper 
from one to 
: (Dictai{e, use t~ord in a sentence, repeat vmrd.) 
1. slim 9 .. small 1?. pretty 
2. plan lOo snov1 l8o trip 
3· glass llo spo~ 19. chicken 
4o .flame 12. s-t~ 20. sharp· 
5o clean 13! bring 21. thanks 
6. blanket l4o crush 22. when· 
?- skin 15. fry 23. month 
8. scout 16. grand 24 .. catch 
Look ov~r your paper and draw a line under the letters which 
make the beginning blend as ~im (write on board)o 
(Call on children to t'IT.rite words ·on board, underlining blends, 
saying '' 'S-1' spells sl. 11 
-
II 
·0 
'· ' 
SECOND WEEK·= Monday 
(Say and write on boardg) 
screwu sprayD strikeD threw 
Say these words with me., ll/hat do you notice about the beginning 
blendq of these words? Each of them ha~ three letters" Be sure 
you hear and say all t~e ~ound~ in these words" 
ifuat sounds do you. hear a.t the beginning of these words? (say 
and write on bos.rdo) 
~crea~D scratchp. acrounge 
!3!~> .!£D and .!! are correct o There ·are three · ~ouna,a"ll .eo we need three 
lettereD Og=c=rB" .tofrite 0S=C=1' 0 as YOU think BCl'o' .ltfrite SCream;, 
scratch" Checlt them with. the board and .. :write·_ "them again» looking 
only at your paper~ scresmD sera~" §9ratch hns a three letter 
blend at the end too a u t-c-h"n· .. 
'ihet sounds do you hear at ·the beginning of these words? (say 
and write on board) 
etr1ng 0 strike 9 strange 
' 
.[!0 ,10 and _£., l"lr1 te u s-t=r 9 as you think ,!!t,r" l4'r1 te str±_.rrg_11 strike., Check them and write them againc 
What sounds do you hear at the begtnn1ng of the~e words? (~ay 
and write on board) 
epr1ng 0 sprinkle 
~ 1s correct, Say the woros with me, Is !,nring the Qatne as 
string? No 0 the.second sound i~ differento ~t is.Anelled 0 s=p~r 0 ~ 
Write those letters as you thin~ ~" Write springD spr1n~l~" 
Check them~ Do you have all the letterA? Write them again~ 
apringD s~rin~leo 
Wnat sounds do you hear at the beginning of these words? 
three 0 threw 9 throat 
:Xh and £o Say tpe words with meo There are only_ two soundeD but 
this writtan °t=h 0 o Write nt.,.·h=r 0 as you think thro Write 
three 9 throwo Check them with the words on the·ooardQ Do you 
ha.ve aJ.l the letters? Write them again g 111.re~o !J:)row 
(erase board) Now turn your ?aper over and write the wordA I dictate~ 
r 
II 
! 
&ECO~ WEEK ·= Tuesday 
(Say snd write on boardg) 
'• 
What is the· final ~ound of all theRe j~rda? ! is correct~ Do 
they all have the same .final blend? :Jo.~~ they a~e &.11 different,,. 
\ve have ·to listen carefully and look a:t all ·the letters., 
What sound do you hear before the~ ~n these words? .(Eay and 
write on board) 
"*'· · want 9 plant · 
:N -is correcto Say the words Wi t':l meo 
that make the· sound nto Did yov· 1>1r1 te 
~9 thinking nt a.S.you wrj.te· 0n-tB" 
those on the board'?· Write theif. a.gain~ 
·.. ' \ .. 
Nolt 11ri te the let te!19 
o n=t u. ?, Now w~i te ~af~9 Do your worda look l:ke 
~~~ nlanto 
(Repeat D follotd.ng thiEt ~eC.Ile-'lCe With the word~ below; 
Say and 11r1 te thn ~1Tordso 
Children identifY sound before !, 
Chi 1dren say .woriLa · 
Children write rlend 
Children write ~o~e 9 check with board 9 and writP. again9 
mostp laat 
·. s.ctD perfect 
l!lftD soft 
felt 9 fault 
.,.. k~p:t 9 .·crept 
After X~P.~o 9reR1·arh taughtp erase board" 
Now tul"n YQUr pap errs over a.nd write theRe 1>1or.:ds ~ 
, last» sdftD r'ault 9 actD kept 9 plant 
You may firrish yorJ.r worksheet by yourselfo 
~l' ________________________ j\~_ 
0 
() 
4- a; aazq 
SECOND WEEK ""' ~IToonesd.ay 
nd» ng 0 nkD ld 0 lf0 lp., mp 
Look at the board and listen as I SAY these words~ 
senda song 9 thank0 hold 0 1amp0 selfD help 
Say the wordR with meo Do any of them havP. the same final blend? 
~o 0 they sre all differento 
What sound do-you hear at the end of these words?. (write on board) 
aendD. hand 0 find ........ 
.. 
·l\!_a. ·1s · corr~~t,; . Say the· ltTords with -me,. How is .M wrl tten? Yesli 
Tii=d 8 o IA it thf? Rame a~ the fin~l sol,tnd of this word?. (Say 
and write sentL .. -No~ it aounds,much lilte it 0 but nt in .. fre.nt is·-
written °n::t"CwriteJ and nd in send iFI written· 0n::Q0 .,. (Pb.int:. 
out) Now write 0n;,;a.o»· thinking ilg_ a'q you ~riteo ·write"send 9 . 
!!and" Check them t<tith the boardo Write· them again_p send~> ~o 
tYhat sound do you hear at the end of the~~ words? (say and ~rite 
on board) 
.. -. 
Yea~ it _i~ ~~-We have often had~~~ in ou~ readingo How is~­
~ritten? Ye-s 0 it is ·. 0n=g 0 o Jofr1te 0_n ... gg as you thi·nk -~, Now 
, write .~ong~ ~ingo Do your words look like those on the ~oard? 
Write them again~ ~QUK0 P~PKo 
(Repeat 9 following this sequence: tfi th the words belowg 
Say and write the words 
Children identifY final blen~a 
Children say words 
Children write blend 
Childr.en write words 0 check 0 rewrite ... 
blink0 thank honk 
aolctD-mild 0 held 
·:jumr>9 • ·ca.mp 0 limp 
wolfD gult 0 selt 
help 9 , .. scs.lp 
•• _.. ••4-
(After hel~D ~foJR have been presented 0 erase board) 
Now turn your worksheets over and write these words we have studi~do 
hand 0 ring 0 thankD cold 0 camn 0 self 0 help 
II 
SECO~lD T.:fEEK = Thursday 
We have been thinking of consonant soundao Today we are going to 
study the vowel sounds" !•!e know the.t a. long vowel says i tt:1 own 
nameo ·Each VQWel. 8190 has a short sound~ 1~at is the·vowel'sound 
in mat? It is a short ~" •rhe mn.rl~ vtb:l.ch the dictionary uses to 
· shows flhort if ia called a .. breve .. : It··look.s like this~ o (rtlri.te 
mRt on bo~rd 0 h~ve·children ~renounce it0 then put a breve mark 
over the q a~) i:/e .t:~.AY that a short v~w~l ~~y~. 1 tf\ soundo 
l·Ih~t is the VOl'le~ Aound in l'l.et? (Write wet on board) , . 
............... ~ Yee 9 it ... is sJ:lort e,. 
What ia the ~owel sound in bit? (~rite bit on.board) 
== 
· .-:---- ·Yes·~ it is aho~t io .. .. 
.~Write no~.on board) What ia the vowel Round in not? 
'=--" 
short Yes 0 it is Oc 
tifhat 
'·a the vowel ROUnd in ua? . · (Wr1 te 1llt on boa-rd) · =<"-> • 
. ~es 0 . ~-t ia· short u~ · 
. • ... 
.. ~·.. . 
Under these key wo:rdsD t~Trite mate.0 ~9 ~~··!!£tt~ 0 -~o In the~e 
t-Jord A the vowels are long-o Say them w1 th me., · . . 
Does your neme hs.ve s. short vowel Round? (Allol'r time to cs.ll 
attention to some names with short ·vowel sounds) 
• >. 
I am going to say some wordso Tell me·whicb ones have the short 
U' 
a eound 0 as in mat_o: . .. 
pa1nt 9 plain 0 pan 0 cape 9 pal (Write on bo~rd) . 
Pan and_Pal are correcto 
• !..<P 
Who w111 mark the short.a sound?. 
~ Now listen for the wo_r-ds which ~~~e-a short- e .aoundo · 
petil pen0 peekD pegD ateel {Write· on board) 
~ Who will mark the -ahoz•t e t-Jounda? 
• . .,p 
vfuich of these words have ·the Round of_sho~~ 1? 
Sitb ~ift 0 Rimmer 0 eizeil Sight (Write on board) 
~ Sit 0 a1ft 9 .and simmer-are ,corrento. Who will mark them? 
v Which of these wo1~s have the sound of short o?-
.. . 
not 0 n<:me 9 no.te v no~ o knock (W'ri te on board) 
0 bt 
N t n d nd ~no~k re cor~ect ~~-0 un1_1· mark the "hart 0°9c -1 0 p 0 V a_ n. V a. .1. G I'YU ''~..1. 0 
II 
tj· SECOND WEEK = Thursday (continued) 
-...? 
~Vhich of these wor-ds do not have the sound of short Uo 
""' Suit and fet'l are coY.'rect., t•1ho will mark the c:!hort u 0 s? 
The short. vowels in our warda can be v~ry im~ort~nt9 If we 
·write the wrong vowelD we may change the whole meaning o? the wordc 
· Say these words with me as I write them on the board~ 
pat» petD ~it 9 potD put 
Only the vowel ROUnd is different. Do these words sound alike? 
Do they mean the same thing? No 9 of course they donoto. We have 
to listen carefully and be sure we write JGhe letter which has the 
sound of the wo~ we meano PenmsnRhip is importanto tOOo ae 
sure your &au doesn°t look like an °o 0 9 and your 9ic is closed 
up and dottedo. 
v 
Listen and t~ll me which words have the sound of tlau 1~ pato 
-
aand» peg» tremble» camp» speckled. (Say and write ) 
Sand and camp are correcto (Underline) 
. v Now tell me which words have the sound o~ ~o ae in tento 
mention~ dig 9 weather.,. banda pigo (say and write) 
Mention and wea.ther are correcto (Underline) 
~ 
Which of these words has the sound or 1» as in pink? 
bitter., letter0 kettle 0 mi~e 9 buttero (Say and write) 
Bitter and miss are correcto (Underline) 
~ 
Wnich of these words· do !!2! ha.ve the sound of 9.o as in not? 
epot 0 paat 0 bother» some 0 fond 
Past and som~ are the wordao !!.orne is .qpelled with a.n o8 but 1t does not have the sound of~ in noto (Cross out pass ~ aome) 
....; 
Which of th~se words do not have the sound of ~b·as in up? 
slipperD ~mooth 0 supper» month~ Aummero (~ay and write) 
Slipper and smooth are. cor>recto (Cro~s dut) o Month is 
spelled with an °o 0 D but it has the sound of Rhort u» as in upv 
as;a T 
~ 
~ x:g 
II 
SECOND ~ffiRK ~ Friday 
Toda.y w-e shall see 1 f you remember hottJ' to write some of the 
fine.l hlende we have l.ec:irned this weeko Some of the words also 
have b~!ginning blends" Be sure you write those correctly too, 
If you listen carefully to a.ll the sounds in the woro 0 I a.m 
sure yo'.\ wi 1.1 not hs.ve any trouble;. l'lrite the words on the 
lined p~.per which is your worksheet for todayo Number your 
paper from 1 to 17? 
1., plant P~' bond 1'3., cras:~h I'" 2o rnost Bo· Wild ll.J.c mavch ).,. . ra·ct 9c lamp 15o birth Uo Boft 10., eelf 16? watch 
.5o . felt 11~ help 1 '7 0 branch 6o .kep·t 12o teeth 
Look over ym.u .. paper and dral'T a line under the. letters Which 
make the blends in these wordso Don°t forget the beginning 
blends" The ·~'lord plal1! should·lock like thi~H .El&!l:!ie 
(Call on children to write words on,boar~» underlining blend~ 
Up=la spells r~9 °n=ta spells n!o 
T' !# * **[ *·· === ll 
l 
THIRD WEEK - Monday 
~n..g_ vowels 
Last Thursday we studied ·about short vowels, which say thei~ 
sounds. Today we are going to think about some other. vowel: 
sounds~ 't-Jho remerabers tihat a long VO't'lel is'? Yes 9 it is a 
vol'.rel which sa:ys its own name o Does your name have .a long , 
vo'\vel sound? (Allow time to call attention to names which :Q.ave 
long vowel sounds, as Ray, .Edith, Ireri.et Owen, Eunice, etc·o ~ 
We shol~T that a yowel has a long sound by a mark like this ... · 
• .;r. 
over a vot-rel~ a, ~as in mate. This mark is called a macrono 
I am going to say some words. Tell me which ones have the ~ame 
sound as ~a' in rain. (Say and 11rite on board:) ' 
play, .matcht plane, mark 
,• 
m...ez and...nl~~ are correcto 
place) · 
(Have a pupil put macron in co~~eot 
:, 
I 
ti 
Now listen for the ,.,ords '\'lhich have the sound o:r 8e 0 as in elp.t o 
'• 
tent, geese, treat, send (Say and write) 
Geese and tre~ are correct. (Have a. pupil indicate long 'e v· 1 sounds 
Now listen for the words which have a long 'i' as in ice~ 
swim, sink, pine~ pitcher, nice (S~ and write) 
~ine and nice are .correct. 
--
~1ich of these words do~ have the long'~' sound? 
coat 9 rode, spot, score, cloth (Say and write) 
Spot m}d cl~th are correcto T.he long 1a)sound in sbore is afj~cted 
by tne· 6 r 6 9 but it is really. a long'o.' Who will mark the lo~g·o's? 
Which of the·se \'lOrdS have the sound Of long u? 
uuion, usua~, punt, touch (Say and WJ. . i te.) 
Union and usua,l are correct. "Who will mark the long U. 1 s? 
usual has two long u sounds • 
I, 
. ::write on board:) matg 1-1et\1 bit, not 9 us I, 
Say these t·J'ords Vvith meo \.Jhat kind of vowe.ls do they have? ~~·hort. 
/ (\lfri te under ~bove 1·mrds:) mate 9 we<) bite, note~ u~e II 
Now say these t11o:rds g What kind of vm..rels d.o they have?· Long~ 
= r 
0 
THIRD \.JEEK - Tuesday 
Long vmvels 
(\.Jri te on board: ) 
make~ these~ like, stone, cute 
Say these words with.meo Are the vowel sounds long or short? 
Yes~ they are all longQ 
Look at the 1-:ords again., Are there e:ny other vowels besides 
those wh~ch say their names? Yes, all the words end in silent 
9 eo • 
Look at these 11ords: (Write under 't'lords above) 
brave, complete, shine, drove, amuse 
Say them with meo Are they like the first words we said? Yes? 
they all have long vowelso How many consonants are there after 
·the long vowel? One o. All have a silent 6 e. • 
What can we say about all these 1.rords? (Drai:; from the children 
the principle that many words having-long vowel sounds are 
spell~d with the vowel ·which says its name~ one consonant~ and 
silent 'e. 0 ) • 
Not all words with lo~g vowel sounds are spelled this·way, but 
\ve can think of mmzy that are" Let's · see how many \'lords we can 
thinl~ of that are spelled like ~· (List suggestions on board 
1.mder make o ) 
-
Can you think of any words that are spelled like brave? (List 
............ 
children°$ suggestions in column on boardo) Write the words 
on yo~~ paper under braveo 
Say with me the. words which are on the same line with make and 
-P£~Ve. They all have ·a long-~ sound~ a c9nsonant, and a silentue'. 
The •r~ in care changes the sound of long a>a little» but it is 
Still long I a •) 
Thero are not as many longte,words spelled this wayb 
some you ma:y need to spello (Say ru:d v1ri te on board:) 
·~g_en~, 2,.qmp1.~~.:... ·write them on the line ·\rt.ith ~· 
Here are 
Peter 
~ 0 
Can you think of some words that are spelled the sa~e as like? 
(List children 1 s suggestions on board in column.) Write these 
\"lOrds on yoUJ::> paper under ~o 
0 
0 
Third \-leek - T.u.esday (cont.) 
. ·can you t;hink of some long 6 lvords that are spelled like stone·? 
(List suggestions on bo~do) Write them on your·paper under 
~0 
f"Rrase board) · NOw ·vurn your paper over and vrri te these words: brave 9 make, 
like; shine, stone, note~ cute~ useo (Correct from boar~ 
~ ··- ~ ~ ~
On your '\vorksheet are some other _long vowel wordso At the 
bottom of the page ar¢ some more wordso s~ the words in the 
list to yoU.rself 9 then write them under the key word which 
rhymes with i t.o Say the letters to yourself as you write. 
0 
THIRD H"EEK ·- 1.fedne sday 
Yesterday some o;f us suggested lo.ng vowel w·ord.s that were not 
spelled by "che nlong vowel, consonant 9 silent ... ~l;~ rule. Le"'c us 
think of some of' those 't'lOrds today a:a.d see i.f \'ll'e can find 
another rule to help us., Look at these i.IJ'Ords and sa:y them \'lith 
meQ (Write on board;) 
rain, play 9 tree, dre~, pie? throat 9 hoe, either 
How many vmvels in rain? Yes, thez-e are t~~o Which one says 
its name? 0A', the first one. 
Look a·t the t'lord d:t'eam. Does the first vowel in dream say its 
name? 
How about pi~~ throat, ~ ~ and either? In all of them the 
first vowel says its name. ~has tw·o 0e 's, but we hear oniy 
one of themo 
Can you think of a rule we had in reading whic~ will work here? 
"When two vowels go walking 9 
The first one dqes the ·talki:P.&o · 
Can you think of any words that are spelled like rain? (Write 
suggestions on board ·in- column.) \frite them on your paper undeJ:o 
i£~;/;_:g.. Did you pu·t; the g a' which says its name before the 9 i 9 
which is silent? 
Now let 0 s think of some l'rords that are spelled like ~ .. · (Wri t;e 
in column on boardo) Write them on your paper under ~· 
(Continue with ee 0 ea, ie, oa, and oe wordsa Two or three 
words for each is enough.) 
Nm'l turn your paper over and t<Vri te these 'lt-rords -v:i thout looking at 
the board: ~' ~' dream, pie\) throat, ~· (Correct from · 
boardo) 
At the bottom of yo'l:ll' vmrksheet are mo~e words 'tlfhich have t\'m 
vovTels togethero \vri te tltem under the key wcit:~$s which have th~ 
vowel sound spelled the same wayo T.he first word is pail, 
0p"":'a-i-la 0 \.Jb.ero should \ie vTrite pail? . Under rain.. The long 
a sound is spelled in the same way, though the. last letter is 
different. S~ each word to yourself~ t~en say the letters as 
you write the t'lordo 1.Jhen vJ'e cannot tell from the sound alone 
how ·to spell th~ 11ord~ l'Te have to study the letters o You ma.y 
finish your worksheet by yourselfo 
-0 
0 
~IlR;JJ \.lliEK = Thursday 
I oe!.ore e 
Let' L sa:y the s~e~li:ng. rule· \;Te learned yesterday: 
11When two vowels go walking 
lEle first ·on.e does i;he talkingo 11 
\.Jt.c, remembers some '\'lords ... ;hat follo'tv that 
.;b!l.ldr'.:m 0 s suggest:ions on boardo) · 
f.>c..:Y ~;h•ase words 1rd th me\) and spell themo · 
No'tv lc,.:>k ~t these 1-16rds: (\lri te on board) 
chief~ believe 9 p:l.ece 
Say ~hem with meo 
rule? (WJ;ite 
D©ee the first vowel 6 i 0 say its name? No~ in these words 
the second vowel 11 e 0 sE:ys 0 its nome o 
o-ur rule does not appl:r to these woords, buoG there is another 
rhyme that will help us: 0Irite on board) 
"I before e~ except after c.," 
Say it with !leo 
No't.,r let 8 s see if 't>Ie can use this rule on some words~ 
(Write on board.) 
Is this word spelled c}orrectJ.y? Look at the rule o 
In this word is the e so~~d after 0 ©?~ Yes~ so it 8 s 
(Write on board anti ;ay) f~l:,ief 0 
The~ sound does not come after£ so it 0 s 6 i-e~ 0 
receive 
Awsw ....,_.. c:-=:-.. 
Who can spell this word? '(Say but do not write) de~eive 
(Ca~l on a pupil to spell iti then have others applY-ruie.) 
How about piec~~ ~~~' ~~~lin~? 
But yestez:day we had ·t;his uord: ~; ttJ.e:t 
It su:ys .2,9 and .the Qe • is 1vritten first .. 
exceptiono \.fe just have to remember the 
(Say and \·Iri te) 
Neither is another 
.. ·~ . 
spelling a 
On your workcheet are some more words for you to pra~tice 
wx•i tlngo Find the key word 't'Jhich has the long vouel sound 
spelled in the same 1;la::J ant' uri te the 1:ord from the column 
under ito Say the let·ters to yourself ..... s you write themo 
If you see the letters I' say them. 0 and ;,..rri te them at the ser-1 e 
time~ it will help you to remember them. 
.Q 
.. 
0 
'l1HIRD v!EEK - Friday 
Let us see hO"\'l \·Jell you can remem"be.r some of the words we 
have stud.ied this 1veek., l.Jri te them on the lined paper vJhich 
is your vmrksheet for today" Nu.mbE?r your paper from 1 to 25 o 
lo make l4o either 
2"o these l5c cream 
3., brave 16o stayed 
.l.J·o shine 17~ agree 
5o complete 18 :go·tat:oes 
6o stone 19!! ~C.l:'ea.m 
?o amuse 20o ·throat 
8o share 2lo piece 
9o fire 22o believe 
lOo place 23 .. chief 
llo slice 2lf·o float 
J.2o sure ~5o speak 
13o sl-ate 
(Correc·t by letting five ·.children each write five \'Tords on the 
board .. ·Then call.on· others to tell which spelling rule applieso 
Pupils should write each \"lord they ra.issed three times~ saying 
the le·l;ters to themselves") 
Here are some words "\l.l:e have not studiedo Ho~1ever~ if \-Je 
remember our blends and kno"t-v the :rule to apply 9 we should be 
able to spell themo These 1vords have a long vm..rel 9 one con-
sonant~ ~md silent 0 e 0 o 
stroke crime drive stale 
In these \'lOrds the firs·!; .VO\'lel does the talking: 
steal cheek chain loaf 
(\J"ri·te on boarcl and allov1 children to correct Ol;vn·o The first 
four words should all be correcto More errors are possible in 
the last; .f. our o ) 
0 
FOURTH WEEK - Monday 
lo a3 Look and listen tJhile I write and say: 
too, tooth room 9 broom coo:; cool 
bo S~ them? Spell them aloudo 
c., \~at vowel sound do you hea:r in these 'l.'lords? 
d~ Which vowels say oo? 0oo ~ says 2.2. 
-eo Look and listen, then sa:y and spell these vJ'O:rds: 
coon coop toot :roof 
soon droop boot spooi 
spoon. scoop .shoot goof 
moon scoot scoot proof 
:fo Copy any• six of these words after number 1 on your 
'lfmrksheet. 
2 o a" Now loolt and listen to these \'lords: (Write on board) 
dew ere "tor blew crew 
brew chew· screw .flew 
b, You hear ·the same sound as in the e o-o 0 words. 
co \-Jhat letters make the oo sound in these words? ( • e-'". r ) 
-do Copy any six of these twrds after mnnber ·tl'JO on your 
1vorksheet o 
3o lr. Look and listen to ·these w·ords. Tb.en say themo 
Ru·tih true rude 
Judy truth crude 
JJUCY untrue include 
bo \ie have the sound\) but •¥ ~ s:p'elled with a same pQ., :J.:·t is 
? Yeso a 0Uo 0 
Co Let me hea.J:.• you s~ and spell these wordso 
do Copy six o:f them on your 1-mrksheet after number 3· 
4a Choose the correct word to complete the se£tences under 
number 5o (cool, boo·!is ~ ble1-1 ~ Rut.r, ~ truth, flei<V 'J rude, toot) 
5o Cover ·the t;op o:f your paper and write these 1·1ords: moon, 
dew~ Judy, truth, scooter~ croon, screw 9 roof 
0 
------~----~L--
FOURTH \<lEEK - Tuesday 
l~.Today we are going to think about the short oo soundo 
It is ·t;he sound ~'J"e hear :i.n S,~g, ~~' and~~ ·(\vrite on 
board.) 
be Leti me hear yQu sa:y these v10rds., t.Jha.t is the sound 1'.Jhich they 
all have? 22.· 
Co Now look and listen while I write and say these words: 
I 
good~ -vrood, .stood, cool~"' shook, ·too~t!l hoo.d 
do Say ·these twrds for me a Spell them. 
I 
e... ·:Notice ·the· tw·o letters t'lf1ich give you the same sound in e.ach 
word. In the dictionary this sound oi uo-o~ is ~~itten like 
·this:· (lvrite o;n. board) oo.. It is called short double oo· 
........... 
SOund 8.-t""J.d iS pJ:''oJ:lOunced like the. V 0-0 I in 000k o ··~ 
f' o Now on your 1'10rk shee·l,; after no.; l w·.ri te th'e first 5 of these 
1.1TO.rdso 
2ao Sometimes ~·o.:.u 1 is sounded ·i;;he same l/lay as shor·!.; .Q2o . 
b o Look at these words: ~ ~ l'f2El9-; ~qg___]f!. Listen to themo 
co You· say them.. S:pell ·them .. 
do \.Jri ·te them. on your "T:lO:rkshee·t; a.f·ter no c 2. 
3ao l'Tcn11' look a·t this 't·JOrd which I ·p.:n 't'IX'i ting and saying: ~ 
Do yov. hea:t.> the short 22. sound? Hhat letd;er malces this sound? ... 
b o Here Ei.:C?e some .nio1. . e \vords: (Write on board) 
bushol~ bullet, full~ pull~ push~ helpful 
c.. Say them.. Sp~.ll them.., 
d.. \.J"ri·te them on ypm:· "t'mrksheet after no .. :? 
gooo., could$ _pu·t.~ shook, bushel~ helpful~· shm .. 1.ld~ hood, boQJ~ 
:fullo 
0 
FOURTH t.JEEK - \tlednesday 
e - ea 
l. Look and listen while I write and say soma words: 
' 
. b~d. head 
· ired. read 
''.tea ,ready 
.. 
wet instead: 
let bre.ad 
What i~ the vo1rel sound hou· heard? Short te:· 
- .. 
· Short 1 e' and ·ae.a • sometimes· have the same sound. 
-
c:- Say the ·1'10rds. Spell them •. 
'd•o t.Jrite them· on y01.tr workahset. after -numbers one and t\vo .. 
2a. I.ook· t.mcl listen again: (irmite on board) 
· v1eather 
fea'Gher 
dead 
bread 
head 
read 
izis·t;ead 
spread· 
. . 
bo Say thes(i t~ords·· and spell them. 
Co· Copy them after number 3 on your worksheeto 
3o Dictation words for number 5 on worksheet: 
bed 
.head 
ready 
wet 
.feathe:Di 
dead 
let 
-v1eather 
bread 
le:b 
F01JRTH \-lEEK - Tl ..::mrsday 
0 ~-~ 
. 
0 
ow- ou 
1 .. a.. Listen to these tvords i.·rhile I say them and write them o:a 
the board~ ~!'£, 1m;! 11 ~~' ~·, £,2:.- ~~l!· ~' £!~~.! 
b.. They all have the same sound in them.. What let·ters make 
this sound? 
co NoirT you say them. Spell them .. 
do Copy ·tihe.se words on yo'UX" \'JOrksheet v.fter no .. 1.. (\.Jrite on 
board:) ~~~r~ ~~ g!£, ~r., i§.~· 
e., Nmv cover you.::r: l.vprlc and 1-vri te the 1iJOrds I dictate after noo 2 .. 
(Erase board).. (Use any rive ~·9-· ... vl I words .. ) 
., 
2.Ji~.$ Hot"l lis·iJen to ·bhese v-mrds: ('Evri·l;e and say) 
because, fault;~ sausage 
b.. \-lha·{j tvTO le·cters have the same sound as tr a-v1? 0 A-un 
c~ s~ these 1rords ~or me .. 
d~ Let me hear_you spell them (call on individuals)d 
e"' l\fm'l copy them oi~ your "t-·mrkshee't; after nob 3., 
3a. Look and listen to these 1.-1ords ~ 
. . 
ho=t-11' ~ bo·'tl.r ~ crovJ"ded, sco1v, scQ~'ll, frown 
house~ mouset about~ shout~ proud, our 
0 • 
b eo How do ·!:;he v'OrJels in ·bhese 1-·mt-Cler sou.n.d? Just the same" 
d., HovJ' eire ·they spelled? Yes') some are. 0 o-w~ ll some are 0 0 .... Uc ~ 
c.. There are t\vo ways of' spelling that sov.nd: 1.vhut are th~y? 
5o-v.r 3 as in co-v1, and &o-u' aE; in house· (write on board) 
d.. Copy the 111ords 5_il ·!;he' correct column after number 5 on. your 
vloi'kshe e t ... 
LJ... These 1m.rds are. all s:pelled·.lvith ~O ..... Wo i' \>/rite th~m as I dictatt3: 
£~~ ~~ ~' &ru!1' £±:~., \Jrite them again., 
Underline the 'o-,'t'T 11 in each 'tvoro. (No o 6 on worksheet) o 
5., All of -Ghese 1.vords ure spelled 1'ii·th 'o-u. 1 \.Jri te them a.f·ter 
number 7 as .I dictate them: 1£!?:Q.., ~_§,£, P,F:;:qlfQ.~~~~ !!121b~ldh 
:!2:~~ .2£.2.2:'!:!· 1.Jri-'ce them again~. 
Underline the 3 o~~u, ·t 
' '' 6, (Dictate ·t;hese. sentences \'thile the children .fill in ·the blanks 
~n exercise 8 .on the worksheet:) 
a .. 
Do 
He sa1v- a clo-vm .in the circt'!.s .. 
~--- . She was ~££~·of her new· dressq 
The boy began to · sho'lrt '~~ "Hai t l n 
-The room v1as c.rcn-rded a 
.. ~- ~
It was a baby o-rrl o • 
--The no.tse v-ras very loud .. 
• • -Qtd.~IIJ•IU 
0 
=~ 
FOURTH l.fEEK - FX:iday 
Let us see if you can remember how to write som~ of the words we 
have studied this lfJorko 1fri te tl1em 0:n the Lined :paper which is 
your worksheet today. Number your paper f:~ill 1 to 20o (Dictate 
the ~rords :~ use in a se:n·t~Iic~, repeat the "'f~ rd.) 
lo ·tooth 
2. could 
3o bed 
·4·. head 
5. clalo'l. 
6. clown 
7- because 
8. house 
9. drelrT 
10. ... ~uth :t,. •. 
11. .shook 
12. ~l 
13. wet 
14. vie ather 
15. shout 
16. proud 
1?. O't·¥1 
18. ·truth 
19 •. scooter 
20. would 
(Co~rect immediately.~ 
0 
D 
FIFTH \fEEK ... Monday 
1. a.. Look a:li tne blackboard i1ihile I t"lrite, and listen while 
I say these words: 
car, .far, bar., jar, cards, carton, farmer, start, gardeJo. 
b. Say these '\ITOrds :f:br me. 
c. \</he:G letters malw this vowel sound? ·0A-r. o· 
d. Usually when •a~ is foll~wed by 'r' it sounds the way 
iii does .in thes( vmrdsa 
e.. Copy those t'lfordf, .t..)n your tvorksheet after number 1~ 
car~ far~ £a~me~t start, card, cart 
2a a.. Nov-1 look and lif1;en again: (t-Jrite on board) 
or., f'or, fo;r:m~ h'rse, short~ s-torm 
b.. a 0 • follOi.'led b;; an 8 r 11 is :pronounc'ed or 
c.. Can you think o : some more 1rmrd.s that have this sound 
in. them? ~E.£~~' Jl2;£C~, f9F_,5ett' !£.~,. £2rn~f._ 
. . 
·do Let me hear yot. spell: ~' !2£., .s.h2.£:!h · ~~, ~' 
.forgot~> corne:tt 
eo \~rite these vrr rds after n1i.mber 2 on your worksheet. 
3., Cover the u.ppe~ i art; of your t-.rorksheet and \'l:L'i te these t-rords: 
I dictate after o.u.mber 4 .. 
jar 
for 
card 
.f'armer 
stor.~ 
shor"l:; 
star 
forge·t 
shark 
report 
0· 
.~ 
0 
FIFTH WEEK.• Tuesday 
. . 
l. a.. Do yo~ remember how 'r' changed the p~onunci~tion of·'a0 
and •o?• . 
b. ( Oall on indi 1Tiduals for ar and or words atld list on 
. --- --- . board.) · 
c. Write these words after number l o~ yoUr worksheet: 
f'art for, barn, horn. corner; cart 
• • I 
2. a. Listen to these words and watch me· while I tmi·te then: 
e. 
~f he:r, .f'~nn, desert, certain, bie;ger, ·Smaller 
. . ' 
Do Y.Ou hear \'Jh.at the ~r'a does t~ :t;he · 'e' in these \IJ'Ol:'ds~· 
Say these llTOrds. l~Ot-1. ~pell them. .· 
He;r:e are· so:ine. more ~ e-r •· JV'Ords: (Say and . write on board.) 
jerk~ . cler~, cert~nly, evertr e-ver'$. P.ifferent 
Copy the.m after numb.er 2 on your worksheet. 
Now listen and watch $e again while I write· some more 
words:: 
dirt, squirt, circle, circus, sti~ . 
b. 'What two lette~ mhe the .same· sound .as •e.::.;r? tt-· •I-ro 1 
I }\j • • 
<h You say those lfords • s~ell the:::1 o all_£f 
d. Here. are some more 'i•l:-'. t1orqso' Oo~them on 1our 
worksheet after number 3: 
shirt, Skirt o d:trt;r 
4o (Ans~~rs ~or numbe~ 4 on wo~ksheet:. shirt, fern, skirt, 
circus, clerks.~ 'squirt., ·circle,.· jerk.)' 
5. Cover ~he upper part o£ your worksheet and write these 
. ' 
'\'lOrds I dic·cate: . . 
1. her 6. £srn 
2o. circle 7 .. squirt 
3o sh~rt . a. jerk' 
4. alez'k ·'9o ever 
5 .. cer·ba.in ·10. dirt 
- l 
-o FIFTH WEEK Wednesday 
u-r 
1. l.Je hav·e had 0 •• a-r• in ~~ 'o-re in !2.£, «e-r' in ~.and 
0 i-r' in shirt. Now vte hav-e ·•u-r.' (Write on board.) 
2. Look ~d'listen while I write 
fur~ hurt, curl, turtle 17 hurry 
Say these wo~ds. Spell them. 
Oopy them on your t'l!orksheet aft.er nUT.Iibe.r l. 
3. Use •u~~· ~' t~ spell these words and write them after 
number 2 as. I :dictate: ~, ~' t~!tey, burn!l ch~. 
(\.Jrite on board.) . D~d you spell them correctly? 
Write them all again after noo 3 on your worksheet 
4o Now cover yqur work and ~trite the words I dictate after 
n'Ulllber 4. Fur, hurt, curl, tur:t!et ·turn, ?hurn, turkey, burn 
,6. (after woz-ksi1eet is ·eom:pl~ted.) .Now see if you can remember 
hot'l to spell the words we have been studying this t11eek. 
1 .. 
2. 
3 .. 
4·o 
5 .. 
6 .. 
?rs 
8. 
9o 
lOo 
llo. 
12. 
·13o-
ll~'t 
15 .. 
16. 
l-?o 
18. 
19. 
20. 
2lo 
22o 
23. 
2li 0 
25 .. 
car 
storm 
her 
dirt 
fUJ;' 
turkey 
.f~ 
desert 
squirt 
turn 
birch 
report 
farmer 
churn 
je.rk 
t-urtle 
·skirt 
st~t 
clerk 
curd 
to:rge·t; 
circus 
started 
certain 
Her car :i:s red. 
-It loo~s like·a storm. 
Give it to her. 
There tta·s dW on the .floor. 
.. -· She has .a fur ooat 
-I like to eat t~ke~ 
He lives on a ~ar.a. 
The deser~ is·h~ana dry 
Don°t !SUi~~ m~. • 
I will turn the paper ov-er • 
It·is a birch tree. 
You may f'._2port to me. 
Ue is a far:tler. 
Butter i"s n1a.de in a ~hurn. 
Do~' t ;t.er,k tho pencil. 
I have a pet turtle. 
She tore her skirt. 
..... 
Please start now. 
~e qlerk is t·:Ta.iting on me nm.r• 
.I received ~ou:.t. .. card. 
Don~t forget meo 
Did yo~ ever see u camel? 
·-I saw one at the circus. 
• .., • v 
He started to run. 
-----····. 1 Are you. ceJ.'tain? 
~ .... 
car 
storm 
her 
dirt 
.fur 
turkey 
.farm 
de·sert 
squirt 
turn 
birch 
report 
f'armer 
churn 
jerk 
turtle 
skirt 
start 
clerk 
card 
fcrget 
ever 
circus 
started 
certain. 
0 
FIFTH \.JEEK = Thursday 
1. Hot.; many o£ you have ever hea.r<l me say, "I.f you \\'Ould only 
sound out your words in syllables it would help you? 11 
2. Today we are going to start working on a new w~ of sotUlding 
toJhich t"!e hope will help you in your ~pelling and pr'inu.Y.lciatiOJl 
of t.vords., It is called nThe Five Vo1<rel Positions. rr That meru1s 
that t;ll.ere a2:e five di!fe:raent places in \110l:ds ~·J"here vowels ma.y 
be placed • 
.3 o Nolt you lmo~1 that ·there must be a·t least one vor.'!el in every t'fC:Ird .. 
b!;.g, l!,t $ £ig t h~g, Pl:!;!g h~, ~o fJ fl;t 
If' thex-e is more ·than one "partn(or syllable) there must be a 
VO't'lel in each ••parte" 
po ta to 
- - -
4b IJ..'Ille vo"L-rels will ab·.rays be in one o:f these positions: (\-l:t?i te on 
not on ·ahe end St!_g . board~ 
on the end she· 
.... 
all alone I 
-side by side brain 
-silent neo on the end ·tide 
-
5.. rrow let; u.s look a:b some \'lords and see i.f 1ore can tell some thing1s 
about them., We wi_ll want to knOYI· h01rr ma.ny vov;els ·there are~ 
where the vowels are~ and 1:rhat the vot,rels say_ o 
6. (;Put the .f.oJ.lm'ling chart on the· board and have the children sai 
the \vords~ spell them, and then ask the quest:t.ons on the head~ 
ings on the chart.) 
GROUP I 
lo How many vowels? 2 .. Where? 3o \.Jha:t does t~e vo1 .. rel say. 
.flag 1 ~ot on the end. Vowel says its sou.nd 
end 1 Not on the end:' Vowel says its sound 
s·trip 1 Not on the end Vot-rel says its sound 
clock 1 No·li on the end Vowel says its sound 
rust l ~Tot on the end Vov.rel says its sound 
You see~ if there is only one vowel and it is not on the end~ the 
1towel says it;s sou..'lld (short)" lNMedford Public~HOois,Gurriculum Guide,Speech,Ear Training and 
Word Analysis, Medford, 19~4 
....,. 
a 
""' e 
~~ 
i 
l..r 
0 
""'' u 
0 
·. 
0 
FIFTH i.JEEK :- T.b.11:1?sday ( Cont, ) 
7. Le·t • s see if Tr.re can 'l.vork out these vowels.. (on board) 
ship 
clo·t;h 
rust 
leg 
ba·!.;h 
b"et 
2. Where 3. t.Jhat does t~he 
vovTel say? 
OB your worksheet after number 1? work out some syllables-by 
you:r.oself' .. 
9. Now look at the vowels 'in these words (on board). Sqy them 
GROUP' II 
lo Hmr many vot-Tels? 2e ·1>-!b.e:t:•e '? :?t' Wha'l:; ctoes the VO'tveJ. 
sa~y·? 
we ·1 On the .e:Q.d Vowel says it~-~em~ !: e 
go 1 On-the end Vo'tvel says its nam.e ' o 
£ly 1 On tp.e . ena VO\o'Tel says its n.a.tne y 
In t;he.se the vowel is,...i·s· a: ·di-fferen·li positionc. Where? \'J.tren. t;:O.e Vot-11e1 J..S on ·vn.e encr11'· J.ti .SS:YS J.lif? :name o lrJh:it does i:lii ----....;~~'( 
lO" Let~3 s t~or~t out these vmrds: ~' ~"!2J?Y.~ ~~ ,;[,!~ 
ll;. On your \tor;tcshe.eii afteJ: number 2 worlt: out some more word~Lo 
0 
"'=•· 
0 
_____ ____~L_ 
FIFTH \.JEEK - Friday 
1. Yester9-ay vre learned tt-m VO't·lel positions: 
Q!:Q~E.J~. 
Gz-ouu II 
--~.....;:-.... ....._ 
When a vowel is not on the end (flag, end, strip, 
clock, ru.st), it; says its sound~ 
\oJhen. a V01tTel is on the end as in we, she, go, fly D 
t;ry, it sajts its nanie. 
2c Let 6 s see tv-hat else 1ve cnn f':i.nd out about vo't'rel positions .. 
0 
i 
1 
1 
All 
All 
\lliere? 
alone 
alone 
\rlhat does ·the VOvJeJ. 
say? 
Vot1el says its nax11.e 
Vo-r:el se.:ys its name 
. . ~ Copy this chart on your worksheet after number -1~~~ /.l 
4~ I'rovl look at this pos:i.. tion of' the vovml (on board) o 
.GROUP IV 
--
Row many vowels? \.Jhere? \?hat O.oes the vm·;el 
sa:y? 
~<· 
0 
·~ "'~ 
train 
ctear 
boat 
beach 
chair 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Side by side•lst;Ym:reJ. says its name .a 
?.nd V0\1Tel kee:p·s st:LJ.l (:t) 
Side by side lst vowel says iijs name 1e 
2nd vmtel keeps still (<:tJ 
-Side by side :,tst; vow·el says its· name o 
·2nd VOvlel keeps Sj;ill (~~) 
Side by sid~ "l:st; VOi·.Jel says i·bs name -E' 
2nd vowel keeps still· (~) 
Side by side 1st votvel says its nrun.e cl 
2n(l VOl:lel k~eJ."IS still (:t) 
\ihen t~o vowels are 
second keeps still., 
11 \.Jhen t"tm vo1;rels _go 
side by side:~ the first; says its name I> ·i:;he 
This is '!:;he same ·as the· rule ·tv.e had 1:le.fore .a, 
Wi:J;lltin~!l the -first; one does the ·t;alkingo n 
5.. \·lork QUt t;he vo-rmls on ·you~> ivorksheeu af-t;er numbez- rb.o ~ 
6.:. Now ~'ge have studied about votve1s in four dif:E'ere.nt places: 
no-t; -on. -the end. 
on the end 
all alon.e 
side by side 
fl~g 
she " 
- .. I . 
..... 
Ther·e is s·!ii11 one more place for i!OI...rels: 
hrav~ 
" 
~ 
0 
GROU.P V 
"'~ ... ~ ... _..._o..e-......... ...._... 
<:lrj;va 
cute 
write 
fl't:r:0e 
bi1.;e 
Elkate. 
ki:'Ge 
Friday 
How many VO'ltels? 
2 
2 
.,'"'~~.....,. 
.,.............., 
--=~~ 
.......... ~~., 
..........,._ 
--
...w:Y<i:l#VA'!_.. 
~·liJI.-..o,)n:.'M 
Where 
r e ~ on tl:.:te end 
What does it say? 
lsrt says its nam.e 
2nd keeps still 
1st sa.ys itis name 
2nd keeps still 
.A:fter nun1ber Ji on. if'OU:r. worl\:she~d; you will find some words 
to wo:r•k out o 
. ,
b 
SIXTH WEEK - Eonday 
I' 
1. Let 0·a see ho'ir 't~eJ.l t-.ra remembexa our vo\'tels and t~ll.at th~~ say. 
(Put. headings and \ro:r.ds on boG.J:'d and wo:ck out tcgether. ) 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
What do vowels a~? I 
I 
How many vowels? 
. 
Where? 
grain 
~ave 
2. On you2 workSheet work out the words after nt£ber 1. 
3. (Horlc this ou'ti on the board.;) 
No~., we have found Ottt tha·b when \'le have : 
__ ,,_, ______ 441¥'~·~~~··· UA" * ...... ...... L4t ........... flll~·\1h ... '!" .... ~....... J .............. !K_~ 
One vo~Jel 
MfC I U: "'" ... ....., 
not on the- end 
on the end 
all alone 
aide by side 
0e 0 on the end 
Vot-rel Chart 
It says its :tame 
It sa.ys its .ame· 
Firs~ VOl'Jel 7 ys its name 
Second vowel ~eepa still 
First vowel. t ys its name 
Second vowel eeps still • 
~-===• t ,.._, .. ,. It t Nl,_ ... ed I ljl ' .. u.~~~ ,.,..,. Caw • ~_.. ... .......,.t ... ~ .... ,..,.,., ....... ..,,. f J"llft._., 
We oa;o. easily sae ·t~lo.t ·t1he only time the vc el sa.ys i·ts 
sound is t-;:Q.en it is not on ·the end. 
l!·o (Ha.'t.re children copy Vowel Chat-t on. v1orksheet f·her nUtUber 2.) 
II 
I 
-------
. 
0 
; 
.. 
l. 
I 
• I 
SI~t'l'li l.JF..EK - muet:ldey 1\ 
. 1\ 
So far all. of the \'lords we have \ttorkad on have been wott~s t-~i t11~ 
only one part or s~llable o Howevel" t t'IG can use the $anJ.e Five \ 
Posi t:Lon ehar·b to \'zorlt out words \'1.i. th more than one pa:t-t or 1
1 
s;rl.le.ble. . . . i 
EvetT time we heat' a. different part o.f a ~·lo~d \'Te know that 
the:t'e bas to be a vowol or combination. of' vowels il1 ti.tat l)at't 
of the ~o~d. Sometimes the vowels aay thei~ sounds and eome~ 
times t~ey s~ thai~ names, 
,; o Look at these -t'lords 8l1d listen: (write and. sq) 
went 
band 
oom.1c 
float 
How 7ll®J' pa.%tts1 
l 
l 
2 
l 
3 
2. 
Booause I heord 
. 
cJ - .:t ...... o, u an.v. e 
o and er 
monument 
over 
attention 
singsong 
prep~e 
3 a., 't, and tiarA 1 
~eaoher: How can 1ou tell the number ot p~ts in a word? 
. 
Class: By the 3l:umber of VOl'lela or vo,ll'el sounds we hearo 
~eaoher; ~at does the sound ot each vowel tell ~ou? 
Qlass : Hc>l'f man:i parts in each 11ord. 
4o After numbe~ l on ~our wo~kslieet are some words. See if you 
can divide them into parts. 
' .5~ NO\IT look at these \·rords and lis't;e.n. (write on boo:t'd:) 
I 
\I 
I 
. Sixth Week - Tuesday (continued) 
0 
0 
open 
:pilot 
tomato 
mean 
H01:1 ma:ny What are the Hmv many 
1"1., .... + parts? vo'''Al~?. 
• .t' c;;w. ••td • " ~ -
\Vb.ere? \;/hat de the 
VO't<Jels say? 
. 
...-.C!s=-= ;m=::o:,_~~-~--======-----R----·---------fi·D-1 :C::O----~--·..-, ---·-.,-....... ,-~--·s:e:e::.=c:-::;.. 
2 o pen 1 1 
2 pi lot; 1 1 
3 val en tine 1:- 1 1 
3 to ma to 1 1 1 
1 me,an 2 
alone 
not on 
·on end 
-not on 
no·t; on 
not; on 
•·e 6 on 
on end 
on end 
on. end 
end 
entl 
.:. ,. 
env. 
end. 
end 
voy1el name 
vow·el sound 
VO'\oJel name 
VO't'Tel sound 
vowel sound 
vowel sound 
1st says name 
2nd is silen·t 
"'fTOt'ITel name 
VO\<'lel name 
VOtoJ"el name . 
side by side 1st says name 
2nd is silenii 
6'o Do you. see that you cru;,t tell the same thing about vowels when they 
a.T.e in a "tv-ord t'li tP, more than one par·t or syllable? 
? a Nm1 af·ter llumber 2. O!l your 't'IOrksheet are some 'tvOrds for you to 
divide into syllableso 
l 
!-
~ 
~ 
' 
d 
/ 
, 
SIXTII WEE!C - Wed.nesdey 
l. Let 0 a talte the 'tiO:t'ds tdlich 10\l. divided into parts 03') SiYllabl 
ye~tex-dey and see if t·ra can tell some thine:s abou·b th~ vot-Jel 
in the syllnblea.. (Wt<i te on boa:t·d+) 
S;rllable· Ro't-t no:rcy- . Uh.et.'s? \-Jha.t does th 
vot!fels vowel say? 
c;•• -~ ... ,... .... ILtl~~~~ ,,.~a ,I ... "'oe=~~ .... ~==1nP;:: ... lUte--r =~ .................. ~ .. ···~~ 
. 
pupil pu pil l ~ '"li 1~he (~!I),(; . vowel .name 
YiEJ~, Q,, r::x:r1. V<.nlel o.~··~J].t';,. 
" 
aqu:t:-c.rel squir r~l 1 l not o.n end vowel sound. 
not on end 'VOWel sound 
remember re mem ber l l l on end vo1ttel nazn.e 
not on end vowel sound 
not on end vowel sound 
beaten beat en l l s:i.a.e b;r side lst says nG® 
2nd. is silen 
not on end vo~1el sound 
in'V.:i.te in vite l 2 not on end vowel SOU11d. 
ee t on end lst SEl3'S natne 
2nd. ia siJ.en;i; 
program pro gram: . l l on and VO\'Iel n8Jlle 
not on end vowel scund 
sister sis teza l l not on end • VO\•;el sound 
not on end 11'0\#Sl sound 
exolair.1 ex claim l 2 not on end vowel sound 
IJide by side lst says name 
2nd keeps ati 
~~ .... .,. .. ~ '~· ~-;::~~:;~.! ·~~;: :: ~ =--=~·-·~ •e;:.=~=qr I ..... . ........... .. 
2o On your wo~kslieet after numbe~ l see it you can work out the 
\fords you find there. If' ;you forget ho't'l to. do it, look back· 
to MondtiY 1 S l'lorltsheet. ·· 
. 
~""" 
0 SIXTH \JEEK .... Thu.rsdey 
1,.. Today 'tie are going to see if l're Cail take these really long 
t·mrds 't1hich I l"Till dictate· and divic.le them .• into syllables .an.<~ 
spell them correctly.~ \.Je will do seve:i:al cfn the board.· 
nineteen 
pr~duction 
hemlock 
geography 
prevail 
nine teen 
pro dua tion 
hem lock 
ge og ra phy 
pre vail 
· 2 o No-t'lf I will dictate some -v10rds for you to write on your work-
sheet. (Slight;ly elongate the syllables in dictation.) 
refrigeratozo 
explore 
m~mory 
distance 
avenue 
4ero 
j.ndustry 
complete 
procluction 
suppose 
eleven 
unit 
3 o (Rei:twa-t S·l;anford Spelling Test Form ~-) 
SIXTH \VEEK - Friday 
Give Special Spelling Test II. 
0 
l 
-\',; 
:[;. 
• I 
- ,{ 
·, 
.. 
. 1 
- • .._ I 
._. 
- [ 
-, 
) .. 
'-
-' 
f •-.... -
- ~ 
' 
- c 
.r 
, . 
,_ -
. -,..._ 
,_ 
. -
• r-
- -.., -...-.::,.."'..... -
.-
;: 
~ ~~~~~~,~~;.~.:ou:.-c:~;MWI.:/'~ 
r - r 
( 
. - { ~--~-;;..~~~~JC,l""'~:~~-""_.;a.~~~ .... 4. 
' 
- ' 
\. 
1, 
_... .... -c..-- ... ,. .. 
~~~~-,..~>' .... ~ ... -~ .. .,.. .. -"":.....,."'" 
....._ ,. ..... :~ ...._ ,.. 
.... -- - .... 
( 
.... ----·· 
..:: 
._• 
-- < 
'"" , .. --
.,, 
/ 
• .. 
,. 
._,. 
r 
"'· ~ ·~ 
r' 
'I • 
.. 
l 
If -
' 
•' 7; 
-· 
\ -
---------,-----------lL~-
0 
~o 
1 
... 
\.~::l 
' 
..... ~~,__,. _________ ... _______ .. __ .. ___ _ 
--~,, __________________ _ 
------·--~ - ... ---- .. _ ..... -..-- ----...... __....... ... _ ....... _,..,_ ~ .. ~ ... --_ .... 
~~-~-__..._ ______ ,._,. ___ , __ ,., __ .. -- = 
____ _.,. ... __ _.,__ ... , __ , ... ,., :1'110•• _..,._,__._..,.,_""# 
.,-_,.t --u~--... •~H~•"'-'"""'""-----..-........ -------.. ..:..-....-.-.---,...,~-- -..el,_....__. .... .,...,._..oooo~t~W~f..._ .. ~--- --
C thjr"a e VI( ,~,·da we h .. tiff .!3 tt1d:h~ d '";'"'·(V,:_J ~~ f~ ll. tb a blt~:o.it s t~\ 
tzv .. ':ltm:toztf,'~es belm·.r; 
tbe ol~trtea· l1no 
th.~ d.J'•ess 
'= -::51 1:::::=#-ucs-•~ 
G., ,I' 
' 
---~-~----~~ 
0 
0 
------------~-----------------
- .,.....,. ___ ,. , __ --.. ..... __ .... ------ ~.....,. 
- ~- .. ·-- ... ____ .... ___ .. __ ... _________ _ 
---·----
--~- -· - ... --... - __ ..,.._ ____ ....... --. ,_,..- --"'--- -~------~--~--· 
_ .... _,.,. __ "_~_..,.______,.- --- ... -·--
,..;_-.._ .... --..,.~ _______ .. ________ .. ,., .. ~ _..,_,.. __ ,.,._,._--._ ___ , _ _....._ .. ___ -----
--------""'-------·~~----'""- --· ---""'-~ ... 1 .. '""*""''~---- _....,. __ - --
.F1ll in 6ut01h ~lurJc :Lu "t.b.esm ~tJntAm~e~ with. r- wo.rd w~ 
b.r.& ~~~ 13 tud.i ~d tCJdey ~ 
1* Yl.1.6·~ 
t )j:) 1 •• b(·' 
.P-:1 i· i. 9 t ·;;. "'ftt " of 
tub! ~c-
0 
·0 
-----------------------------------·-·-p----·---~~--·------------------------
·---------------------=----==-~~----------·-----------------------
------------------------------------------------~------------·-----
----------------------------------------~------------~----
----·~--------n---·------·-·------~ 
------·-----
Choose words we h~ve atud:t~d t~de.y to fill in ·che blo.nks iu 
these sentenoea: 
Wh 
\~h.a t ~an du/.~ks p f'iah.,J u.:o.d ljfe.-.er.w.Eds ulJ. do? 
Sc ft: whi ia~ 
0 
' 
. 
.... 
0 
--------~~,..---
·---------. ... ~-
----------~--------~--~~-------------------------?~~.~~--·-----
·~_..,._...._.._ ______ ._ ____ _ 
\ .FilJ. 1n the blanlca w:l th a word we have studied today~ 
W'J saw some baby -='""· .--q ..... and ~ mother heno 
==-=-=== 
ed the dirt into u Bile with ~ 
l d<»n°t lr,now .mtt 
.... ~~.;go""""'""'"""''""'" ......... =""""''N""'"' 
Th~y were bo-=---- bo:r.n in the swne =-===-....................... c-. ....... -=-..-....... -o 
1''an you staX't a 1'i:.t•e with ill>.nly ©>Z!.6 
I 
0_ 
----~ --------------- ---~-- -~----~-- -----
,------
----------- --------- -------------------- -- ~--
-----------~· - _____ ....;..,_ ____ - -- ------·-------------------~·-11------
-----------------------~-------~1------
~~---~-- -~----------
-------~----------~- --------. ------- ----------------------,-·-!----·· 
--e-- ---~---~----------- -·-------- ------- - -------------------- -
----------------------------------------------":."--~---11---
-------~ ----------~---- ~ ------ -------·----~--------·-- -----
.~------- -------~----·--------~--------- ~----
-----~ --------------- - ~-------------------------- r-----
0 
-----~------ ---~~--·--
--------------------------
---------------------- !--------· 
---------~---------------- --------- ~----
-~--------~----~~----------
' .. 
0---
- ---------------------
-·----------------~-----~-'-"' -~---
---~·-----------~--------H- ------
--- -- --------------~------+---~ 
= 
--------------·--·-• 'a-•--= ....._....-.--.... ,...,.....,...___......,_.w.....,_....~-- ~-..,.,......., ...... -.._ __ 4' 
~- ,_....,., .. _......., __ -------_____________________ _ 
_ ____ _._ --
____________ ._ ___________ ... -~ .. --.... ,.._,. ___ .. , .. .__ .... _.....__ .. -"" "--?o-
~)Jlfl<Osi.ng words 1r1h:J..~h we ha"Ve s~udied today 'it fill ill t.tv~ 
1._ ~anks in the senten©es 'b'elovr' 
The blue-jays ---·--·-------ed as they tm4ght for 1;he 
of breg,d. 
Boys pl~ying baseball is a a~?e sign of 
Our ~eam had 
~----·-·-·-----~--=--
Be ca:t>e:ful no"E: to -----------~ your head as you rtlv~ 
..,., .... , r 
Did you -------- .jour- leg on ·the thorns? 
_____ L _ 
____________ .,.,).,.. ... ____ '¥.·------.: ..._... -=- ..n,....-'< .. - .. -~- - ,_ ""'--.. - _..., 
w·.:nte the words :tn t.hE- "'C 'um:n ai; tf.::• tefi u.c.:-:>r v.~· 
~ord.s l<Ihi©h have the some b 1 wntl c Bom~.;t i..rr..~s ·rr.,.e b 1.\::':U!.': iiU} :.:c 
'in t.he middle of the 'l..rord. 
sof't 
se.n.t 
o.ost 
.lliOStly 
p.rot~e©t 
correct 
gifts 
fault 
kept 
mea...l"'; 
:..'1ol ts 
sh,pt 
·toast 
:lGHtrest 
130ftly 
!-i fr~~tl 
.• (:\ 1. <!• 
c I" .., 'r"(~:: 4: 
, ~·?c::nr\. .n"' 
,, . { 
~~ ... \ \ 
• 
-~-
WOI'diSH.hET 
·= 1 _..,..,..._ 
..,....__ _ _.....,_ ___________ ._ _____ .. _ ,..-.,--·~.... ... .. ~- ------ --... -- ,.. ________ -
~~otr• ~,.. ·~·---...,,...,.........,_ _ _.__~----·---- --~--,---
I 
~'(kloo~~~~ .................. #l1ij,j-~-....,.__.......,._.....,. ~---I,A---..... -----· ...... ~.-:1-··-··-"-·""'~.-~ 
ono:s:r~.._.. _______ ··-· ·-·-·-... • .......... --------~· .- _ ....... _ .. -~-..- .. ---..--... ·-----------
~~...- •-\o •••.a 01:1r1 , __ .,,.._,.,,..,_._..........,_ ______ ,..,.._._~.-..,.._ ... _,.,.., .. .,...__ ,.,..,.,.._ .. ..., • .,...,..,_ "' -* _.,. ... ..., ,. ..r"' - .... _,.._ 
~-,.,.,.....--------------.. -------......~-·---- ·---·--··---
a-*~.,., . .:s.~~~__._,~.-...._- ... -~,.,..--..~ .. ----.,.., .. -,..1-. -------·-- --- , ___ .. ____ --'"'"'*-•'"' ---- .. -----~ 
~-..._,...._~, ....... ~ OtMI IMo-W.-.-~"-• ........ ~~,.,..-.., --.--.... ------,.,....--··-· ••_..,...4--•-~-....-.-
Think, of a uord whi~h could be ~1sed with the picturesa The first 
le~'"~ers are, given youo Put the final blend in each key word, 
'Phen 1'lri te the 1.vords in the eolurirn. ·nt the· left uncler the t'lords 
wh.ich have the s.Jae fi:p.al blend., Sometimes the blend may be j,a 
the middle of the uordo Sa:y trhe W)rds to yourself as you l.':'P i r~ 
them., 
romp 
'rOWld 
;;amp 
ro\d 
30J f 
rainlne:. 
b1nd 
fvld;?<i 
:.. J \.t(lj -,_~-
d"J ng.t e 
1-' f..{\~ 
8UH.:g 
hu·.&..l~vm.e 
la 0... e ~~ Jb ~·- ~~~ eo - "''" 
... 
I 
----
lo Say these t;,o.rds to yourself.. Draw a line unde;; t'ne ~.: l .. _,. 
)'lhich havo the same vo"rel sound as the word at tr.~ !.cf~§ 
mat mat gate9 s·tar~ bag~ batter 
t-ret when~ wheel~ wea~~ weather 
bit; thin f) pine~ is'b inch 
not dovell clome'IJ dot~ dock 
us submarine!) su.re 13 tun~ Su:ud.ay 
2o Choose the right word to complete thdse 5entences: 
Mary likes to her 
._.,_";C:i .... I-II:Q:_Q_ kitten. .. if' $!1MW"al t..,.,at r>et \.1:' I} - ' 
The little -=--=-- l'Ton first prize at the .fair. (pt::g'IJ litr) 
The old man lit the 
(lampt lump) 
CM:....W:UL ; 1 ,.~ 'I 1 
~-11th a coal from the fire. 
We l'lill ..., ... =--·-· ............. the snow v1hen. t..;inter is gone~ (miss f) 
The bear slept in a hollo\~r ---=---"' 
Do you ====------to go? (went~ want) 
The boy ----~_,., .. ed he didu 9 t have tt) --·-· __ his hand~ .. 
(\'tashVJ wish) 
3<-- Write the TJtords at the left beside the 1.<~0rd TA·r~it~h ha.c ~ne satr.'"' 
vowel sound a Don il t let the letters .fool you.. ~ ay the '"01'tir: 
'J;o ;yourself and fir..d the ·.vord at tl..e rlght which has 1ih~ s.:::c!,t; 
shor·t vowel sound .. 
rather 
wish· 
letter 
want 
otfer 
l;rra.g 
t~!lcte? 
:puppy 
simple 
·belt 
shut 
stumble 
sting ~--------------------
---------------------~-----
maps 
---~~----------··>A:;U~___... .. ~ ....... 
up -~-·--·:.,-· ----· ... ------~--.._...__ ,04__ -
,'l"O.ll-1 
.... - ..... .::...--s..~--~ ... :..-~>1<--""- ~ .,., 
~------------------------~--------------- ---------
--- - - -- ~- -- ----------- --------------~---- r------
--------------------------~-----tl-~-
-------------------------------------------------------------------------_,1~-~--
----------------------- --~- ---------
-------------
--------
--- ~------~ ------------------
----------------------------·------------- ------------------------------------~~--
------------ ----- ---------· ~ 
' 
- - - ---~---------------------- -~---
~------------ -----------~- --- -- --.------- -- ----~----------ll-------
-------------- -------------------- --- -. -- ---------------------------it-------
-------------- ---- -~------------------- ~ ~---------------------------------it-------
---------- ----------------------~---~----------------...-----------H-----
-----~-------~------------------------------
--------~--~ -----------------
I 
~------------------------------~- --------------------------------------------------------------it----------
------·-----------------------~--if---
----------------------- -------------------------tt-~~ 
------------------------------If---
~---~------- --- ~ --------
-~-----------------------~------ -- -- - --------- ~-------------------n-----
-0 
r 
:) 
I "'f ..... .,.f? .. -t 
o~~ .... A~ a... • 
_.. ... ----~ 
D.rm. a circ.le aroum.! '.JlH• ·~~~ ~m::..\.r.t .. l,~''<rt":' t.:,~,e ;::; .. -c v) ~ ~ 
JOL.!1d as the '\vO.l'"'d.s ut -the lc•ft. 
nak.c 
sweet. 
fine 
boat 
use 
Write the c~rreet word ·ln l e space to complete the 
sentence: 
There is a nevr in "J'Or.L'c c' tne door .. 
-
The trail turns to the left at t:e ;<tll 
pine) 
Gi·ve it to -·-·-·-" (us~ um') 
(m.n t ~ n..3. te) 
t:ceea (pinll 
(bough~:, boat) 
Say to ·yourself ~a.ch of t.he \e,ord.s 1-t t~d belcu., D"~idf:? 
'\·;hether the V0\!<::1 soru.~-d you neu.r in it ie .:.ong- or short.., 1£ 
it is short~ circle the letter &.t the rigb\ that has "~;his m.d.!'k 
v above it.. If it is lonL, 11 circla the lct~er tll:tt 11a::.. this 
mo.rk.,.a.bove ito The fu.•st is c...:nl !:or you .. 
~a ...... _ ........ , ._} _.. act stU.'IJl}) ll. u. drink i i ~;;be c 0 
• I e - ~ - ....... - ...... check e .ke.t e e i~~ip ~-~l h,::t;e !.1. a . .,; ~ .... ...., u __. pile i i 'throw 0 0 quite 1 J. ;I:'Ub u 
she. 
,,.,- test *-"- scr:J.tch ~w ...... ,. l: e e t! a u \ •u:e u ,, .... 
'-' 
-
._...; ·- ¥e . , -mule u u ch~1ce a·::.~ rent ~.\'ice .l 
tol<i 0 .. , sho3:: -
... ., 
-
...., 
0 0 0 ..t.se . .._\(, u ·!:,:·ert \;:" 
' 
a.tttt.b 
..; 
-
....-
trlic.k !'i ..1' ·-lJ. u m.~ j, >.A c.-co-r 
-
C' 
........ "'-~' 
. v 
- .... ~ ,. bl'idge i i nuge 'J n tr.Jrar a a ·r; 1~el ~ 
t...l~toe ... - ":,J.ght ...... ....... -a a gc- c <;) .i.. l s "anti,e ... :i .... 
J:'_tb wi ..,., .. 0 ; - -·::' .l l:lU3t 'Ll l,( ~nc..+. 0 s.-:c · ,e ~ f~· 
.o 
~ 
\i-.rite the wo!'ds at the bo·t?tom of the page under the key uord 
t~ha t s-hy.m.e s with .:t ·" 
:ro.a.ke late 
-
-=--
·t.hese 
---·-,~----·-··-· -··---··--·-"_,.. ________________ ........,.,.,_,"'"' __ ... t-
like 
-
note 
--
use 
""""'= 
gave sure .'!:'ace fine nature 
p.lne YOt)o ~u..rc spire ride 
aJor:.6 refuse :SC:.\T\:3 bare Blit•e 
S!!2 '<.1 vt:t re ~J ..:ore; place h"tde 
..,l~,r~." mice d~te hire ntne 
~! ~c bo~Je "'-, J ,~e ;iNliilO 't~ !:" 1~ 13 PC 
II _ 
0 
'• 
0 
\.fORKSllli.l.!.T 
1.-lri·te t:.e 1.1ords in. the coltlDUl .=!..t the lef't under the key word 
which has a long VO"t-Jel sound spelled in the same l'lay. 
pail rain 
-
tree 
=--
coat 
gray 
green 
lies 
cream 
toes 
cries 
road 
paid 
lead 
a\-.ray throat ... c dream. 'Q • 
goes 
seem 
claim 
~oat 
-stair 
. 
~heeJ:> 
t:&"ied 
stayed 
hear 
goal hoe 
-
agree 
treat 
potatoes 
sea 
scream 
i.rJ.deed 
() 
l~ 
"' lit-' < -"
«.' l 
,. J "~ 
d ? . ! 
v 
• 1 
h_' 
<.~(-,.21 {. ~ 
\ c.' • -:;, 
'· ' 
t<>cl ~ 
-~ { *\l . 
' ""'""' • 
I. 
l ;;.S Y'Fl•· 
(' 1 
., 
.. uc:; 
~' 01:. ( t'l 1'•"' 
~; r~~~ il{ them 
~(1?3,lJ(l 
.r·' --~ 
,, : 1'\;0U 
~~:;ss~til(J!"' 
)' Y"SJ'j 
~hie-? 
J. 1 
' J 
( r:_ ' 4.~0~ 
d' .. M~"), "!!!''...X 
' ""' l 
~':11; 13. 
l'~ :.o l 
rl s~ l.:;y 
'! (J·illB ;oe .s 
~ J,[cy " J 
;\ J: aJ ~ 
1 
~I 
-·~ ''~ -{dl ~C ~, 
,::~.Y 
i~ l '~ ... , ~1, ], '} . t 
1 h;; "1 Q ·. ~. -) '"' 
no .:i 
Gcir 
tJ~~~: 
~P ~~el.s 
~ri~ rq 
rstJaj 
(;£'');}! 
reastF' 
'tj \J I r ~· 
r; Ol"' .!" 
Q_ _______ ~--~-~-- ------------------ ----· ---------------- ---~---
---------------------------~ ~---------------------H---
--------------------=---------------~ ---~- -------------____ __,,__ _____ _ 
------------------------------------~ ~~ -- ---.--· 
-----------~-----~- ------ ~ ------~ -------- ----------11-------
-~-----~-- -----------~---
----------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------~~------
~---------- -- --- ~---------- ---~--- ~-~--------lf-----
------------------- - -------- --- ---- ---- -- ---"- -------- - ---~---- r---------
.---------------~-~- --~----- -----· ----------- -------~. --~--
------------------------------------ -------------------------------1------
------~-- ---------------~-- --------- -~-- - -
-------·-----·--·----·-- ·-·~- -------------- ·~ ------------~-~---- ---· -------
~------ ------- .. ------ ----- -----~- ~-------~ ---- ~ ~------ -----------------11-----
------------------- --~-------- - --~ -- ------------~--------~---~--·- -----
- -----~-~------~ -------111-----
- --~-------------------- ---------11--- ----
------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------- -----------------llf-----
-------~---------- --- -------~-- --- -~--------~-----------------11------
-- --------- --- -----~- --- ---- ---- ---- --- ---
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------~r-------
------------------- -'-----~--------~· ---- ·- -------------- --------. --- ~-
-".• 
0 
1 
. ~ evr M.,._ 
--~~'""----- -- ----~---~ 
-----
------
--·-- ----·-----
;" C'o:py birro r.1ore vJOrcls in each column 
) , l·ut ~Ghe .correct vrords in the follmving scnt~mces; 
a" Itt is a ------~- day (not vvarm) 
b') John has on his rubber --·..:..·------- c~vorn on feet) 
'< 
c,.. The wind during the niGhto (to bl.)"W) 
~~-
d" R ____ is a girl~ s name. 
e~ Jerry told the 
--·--·--·-··---·· ~ (opposite (f lie) 
f <> T'.ne birds -·-v ... ---· __ from. the tree.. · (to ~~ly) 
g., The boy ~Ias ----~-to his teacher.. (:Lm.polite) 
He began to 
---· __ on his horn.. (blov.r) 
§a \olri te 1ihc words your teacher dictates: (Cover the upper 
pa~t of your paper.) 
0 
FOtJRTH \,.TEEK - Tuesday 
' 
\fORKSHEET 
1. 2A Write them again~ 
__ u ___ _ 
·- ...... ..._ ---· 
-------
--
-·-"-·-- ~-·-- ... ·- -~ 
-
Write them again. 
--===--·--=- ---·--
4., Underline the le:G·!.iers in all o.f the above 1tmrds \'Ihich me.ke the 
2.2, sol.Ul;da \.Jha·t are the three \vays of tvritil;lg this sound?-=-=== 
--
5o Pu·t in oo, ou, or u to make 'l:vords GUt o.f the 
'b k p . .;· tting h d 
- --
c J.d helpf 1 g d 
-
6o Co"trer the above and '\·J.ri te the . ans'tvers for ·the 
It is ~o:me·~h:lng that ccmes from a 
I·t ueans to ~have taken something., 
tree. 
Co 
do 
tvri te tlle 2.11 vJord thu.t begins with 1:'1. 
Will you ~.on ydur coat? 
ec .~e nave many of t~ese .in school. 
..0 
..!.o Four :pecks make one b ·~-o 
It rhymes 1-d th could ru'id="t.;ouldo 
7" 1J:;:i.te the tvords your ·t;eacher dic·tates: 
-~. 
-==""""""---cr•..,.,Jwq.o_d_~_m::cr-___ ,___ _ 
.follo-vli~: 
dw ld 
b shel 
-
following: 
% ...;;..;;,~--m-,.._.,.. 
-=-=--
b s 
~
sh 
-==-"""""=-
0 
0 
FOURTH \VEE~\: - \.Jednesda;y 
WORKSHEET 
lo ________________ _ 
2-----~-------------
--·---------------
3--=--------------
l.J.o Use the lt-lOl:'df? .from the above list·s to .fill in the· blanks in 
·the .follolrring sentences: 
a., Do you like jam on your~.~~~~-~···--=--? 
b., It is t~e to go to -------------· 
c!' She is·a _......._ ____ _ 
-------· 
do When you are ___________ we shall go. 
eo T,b.e 
------------- came .frcm a robin. 
fb It is good ---------------· 
go \falk 
------------- of running. 
h.. The rain mude e~terything very------· 
i.. She put the on the bed. 
-----
j. My ... ______ t;ras a.chi.ng., 
... 
Cover youp work and ~~ite the words your teacher dictates: 
0 
1. 
6 
0 
I'< ,1\ 
2 .. 
--~~---·""'""~~--~-----
---------·-"" _.........,.._ 
----·~··~&<-----·-·--~-.. -~ ... ·-·~·~ ....... 
-····-----·--··"--""--~l,l.o. 
ou 
--
~-------------------
-----·-__,__...---~ 
in the circus~ 
b. She t'las of her nmv dress. 
The boy began to ..,, "\iai t I r~ 
d 1h~ room was 
Tt t;a.s a baby --~----.... ------------------· 
noise was very 
The tmvercd abo ~.e us., 
.. ,-~-===-: -"'~~•• -~-
Gh~ had a on hE:l" face,, 
----------··~t""..>;--~~ 
IIC' .,. .. oil -=-=-~~~--
1 
--....... ----·---·~~~ 
' 
...... --------~----·----
' 
-~~----
----
_,........_,.~- --
'· _____________________ _ _ , 
c·-
" -A'-
- •' -..._-
···~-'-----------
----
---------
------
_,____ __ 
-------------
~----
---
--- ~---
----
---
------
-------
----------
~1..£ •• i'Tfl WEEK - Monday 
WORKSHEET 
l. 2·--=--------------=-------
3o Write a word that rhymes uith corn. 
\vri tc a "t.,rord th .. ,t rhymes with .form. 
krite a word that rhyl.tes 1:dt~J car. 
H'rite a \·Jord th .. t rhy.@es with shark. 
~.Jrite a word thut rhy.::1es \iith S!'cr·t .. 
eo t followed by VrB is 11sually p~·ono'Wl~\S'd like 'o e in or. 
-~ t A f follo\'Jed by 'r o is usually pronounced like •a • in caro 
l.J.o Cover your work ab07eJ and write tne vmrds your teacher 
pronounces. 
1 __________________ _ 
6--=-=-------------2 ________________ _ ? ________________ _ 
3 ________________ _ 8 __________________ _ 
4==-----------------= 
9 ______________ __ 
0 
5 ______________ __ 
10==---------------
----------------------~L__ 
WORKH WEEK - Tuesday 
\,fORKSIIEET 
1. a-:r, o-:r:- 2. e-r 
----·~~~·--------·-·-----------· 
• ..,......... ... ••• I 1Cf' 
______ , ____ ,.,._,_ a• .....,.,._, 
~·------------------
~ i .. --"" :/·• ... 
• .... 11 
.......... • , ... ,t 
-4--·--·--~·-·-------~---~ em t r 
4. Use 1e-r• or ~i-r' words: 
1\ boy \vears 'it 
bo It is a green plant with no 
flowers. 
A girl wears one. 
We all love to go to it. 
* • ...._., 
z o :glepb.~ts Q.o it with their trunks. 
A ring is one .. 
Cars sometim.e·s start wit;h a 
.................... 
•:~•• 
. " ... 
~----------------,~---~~ 
... o 
Cover your work above and write the uords your teacher dictatets .. 
....... Clod ....... ,,~~ 
----·~---~-.... ,;,;..,_,___ "''"""""""''*'--·--·~-----'Ill .... ~--.. ~ 
QM~~------
______ ......., ___ _ 
.cas === a 
0 
·-
0 
FIFTH h1EEK .... vlednesday 
1-IORKSHEET 
~- ... ~---
2. 
~~·--.------··----·----------
4ol..... • .. ...... : , ..... _._ .. ·~-·----
~- ... , __ _........,...._. __ .____ .... 
.... _.......,., 
---------D---,~----~----~----------
-~...... ,..  ..,._, ___ , -·----·--· .... --
--------·-·----~-------------
LJ... Co>rer yow:• work above anq 1>1rite tJie ltrords your teucher dictates. 
f Ubul b lldldWa ••• , .... ~'lo 
·------·----------·-------
~---------------------
...,. __ .... > 
......... , ~.--------------
----~--~------------------~---
. 
5.. Put the follow-3.ng \·roris in ·the proper columns: 
her~ ·eard, circle~ certain~ pof'c:h, burn, churn, short., d:t:rt, 
re,:po~"t., her, carc1~ ci curl, birch 11 f'armer, fo.rgot,-shcrrk~ sotrJ:n 
·ar;'"o or 
>r~ 
- I 
t 
I 
1 
I 
~ ir I u:r. - -r~~ 
I 
I 
.I 
0 
1 .. 
2u 
FIFTH \fEEK - Thursday 
How many vowels? 
m.ud· 
-~~ ..... 
sad 
shot; 
west 
ask 
stuf'.f. 
step 
---
grip 
cost; 
WORKSHEET 
--
Where? \-lhat cloes the vow·el say? 
II 
.. ~aaasusa • ·~--...:o.~~ ~~~_......~,... 
------~-.. ------'-
--·-JI.h---~-· -------
:\ 
I 
---.. ----· -"-.. ~~~r 
I 
I 
,I 
----~"*='-------- ~-·-C:h----·~~~t 
~·~-----
~~t_,_--=-s. ~...._... I'll; PO:DCI~~~--~~ 
\.Jh·en thel"~e is only one vouel and it is not 011 the end$ the Vot~~Jel 
I 
I 
I 
says its sound • 
._..,_ 
Hot'l many vo~·;els? 
cry_ 
--
he 
.. ~~--
sky. 
-
he 
---
go 
-----
Where? 
~-~--~~-· 
'What does the vmvel say1t 
1\ 
I 
II 
~----~~~~~~ 
~~~ ..  ... -~~lnll"'ttl II 
II 
II 
. i 
--·~~~"'.1 
I 
II 
-~----------·- II 
" 
I 
I 
-------·~--·-------- --~~~~II II 
\>/hen there is only one vot·tel and it is on the end~ the vowel says I I ,, 
jJ:;s nameo I 
--
____ -.----->L_ 
FIFTH WEEK - Friday 
loTORKSHEET 
...... ~ ·-
;. 
How mru~ vowe~s? "Where? vl.hat does the vowel 
say? 
I 
-· 
.... ___.. ... : Lb •• QC ====:re 
- om 
0 
.. , .. ~---------------t~----·-·--------- ----------~·~·---------------~~ \. 
When a vowel is by itself, it s~s its name. 
\ 
creep 
feel 
---------F-------~-~~-------------- ---------·---------------
fair 
hear 
sail 
_, .. -... -------·-------·~ ...... __ .....,.. ___ .,. __ ,~-.w-.,.. QIIID: ........ ,
stairs 
deal ..-.-cd' • ...,..._.,.-.-, ______ _ 
teach 
-
""---~--·-----~--.. ___ ,,__...., -· .. .. ... 0) .............. _______ .,..___________ • 
vJait 
--------------~ ......... M'a" iMP~~'~~"'' 
~ilien two vowels are side by side~ the first says its name 
. <the second keeps stillo 
0 
---~~----~----~---L_ 
0 
! 
~ 
>' 
0 
FIFTH \·lEEK ·- Friday 
WORKSHEET (conti~ued) 
How many vowels? 
woke 
--
J:>o_pe 
--
age 
quite 
-
mine 
-
plate 
take 
rice 
--
l'lhite 
--
these 
--
Where? 
2 IJ I ..... ....... 
What does ·the irO"t'lel 
say? 
~-------·-----------.. -·-··h~~ --------------------~1 
I NPMtf.,.tPia 
-\ 
___ .. _ ... _________ , ___ , ________ ., ________ \ 
--------- ----------..-\ 
-'•--*-~----~-------------~---~ ~-----=---~-u-~---------------1 
________ ,______ _,___ ... p-· I!IQ~·-----· .. ,__...,..,..... ___ , __ ~1 
-..,,_ .. __ ,__________ N_ ...._L4C ___ t;S ... ...-.~;ace ~ .... 0.Ut1Pi~ ~i4Ll'$ 
\-Jhen there are two vmv-els \•rith 'e' on the end, th.e first says ~"ts 
name~ the second keeps still. 
0 
., 
~ 
j' 
I 
D 
l 
shu·t 
apcy 
0 
goat 
slave 
prince 
pail 
queen. 
l£.1trip 
stove 
SIXTH \.JEEK "" Monday 
YORKSH.EET 
Howm~ vowels? 'Where? What does the vowel 
sq? 
___ ...... _____ _ 
·----·--·~···----.... ,... .............. __ ..,.,_ ......................... .......,.,. .,~=---1>., .. _, ... ___ .... ---~-·-"'""''"'"'"--*11--.....-= 
............... .,.., 
·---.. ,b:_'"'"'""-·-···---·-... - ....... __ ,___ ................ _, ___ _ ,, ____ .., ______ .. ,, ___ .......... ___ 01';'~1"~'"'"'"'"'""'""'"" 
-- ~···· 
-·-.. -·.....---------""!'.---""''"''"'-""""'"',..,.,._,._u .. ,~ ............. .,.._. ,.. ••• rs 
----1-IIW ... O.. I .. I ... IIOJ ....... , ____ ..................... - ...... --h ....... __ ._ ..... I ;:.-liMb etn.,.l __ ,_..,...._ ~ 
___ ,_,,.. _____ ,.... _. ______ ... __ , ... .,, ___ ..... __ ..... _ .......... ~ ....... ... -..n4oM .......... ~ 
' 
,....,. ................. .....-............ ..... ...... ,. .... ••• 
2a 
--~----------~~~r-
0 
open. 
absent 
valentine 
over 
selfish 
elec·tri-c 
tomato 
can 
~ mean 
SIXTH \1/EEK - Tuesday 
. 
lfORKSHEET 
............................ CP4 I-
.... ••• IQC!Id ... 
..... {1 
- I 
i\ 
II 
q 
II 
'I I! 
Because I heard ·~~~ 
10:u; ::::w::acaoec I:J: b ; ~ il 
Ill 
1: 
of'IUOI J 0 'C l 1C f'~ :-- r ,.........,._.,.._ ~~ 
,, 
.. I I .. ..... .. ..,..;.· II\ 
II 
I, 
_ .............. _ "' ' ""' '... Ill 
CWC'<r;;' .._llf,N 4 ol C n-1J1i 1
1
\ 
\I 
--\~\ 
---
...... n:r. """' 
2.. Separat;e these words into partso The .first· three have been 
~ done for youa 
pupil 
squirrel 
remember 
pumpkin. 
happen 
i.u:vite 
OJ) en 
sister 
exc: a~.::. 
beaten 
complete 
~ 
appear 
0 
:pu pil 
squir rel 
re mem ber 
-~------
•• ...... 
-----·------------------
~-----------~·-·--~------------· 
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I 
I 
,, 
0 
; 
.finish 
'-
poem 
bet'li'reen 
violet 
t;euche:z.• 
ft_ 
'-
upstai:t's 
~ 
remain 
fo'l..'l..rteen 
e~ca:pe 
pota1;o 
plantation 
D 
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\-lOBKSHEET 
~~}n§m.y 
vowels? 
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APPENDIX B 
TESTS 
0 
' 
~ 
' 
I 
r7 
. 
--· 
sprain 
plate 
:bleed 
believe 
Hhite 
tries 
toast 
throw 
refuse 
frog 
drel!I 
instead 
fault 
unite 
these 
memory 
clotm 
good 
~-rould 
bullet 
tooth 
truth 
birch 
larger 
curly 
store 
cling 
float 
glow 
slept 
skate 
scout 
smooth 
snap 
a pot 
en·rim 
cream 
grew 
prFJS 
chart 
shout 
thank 
scrub 
strati' 
sent 
raft 
?.act 
hand 
?old 
-- - <----~~-~--- --------
-- --· ~- .....-- -~--
0 ' §ReCA£1 ~~l~~ng = Te~~_l 
Did you sorain your ank~@when you.fell? 
·Eat ev.er~ on ·your .R,la:~e., 
'.J!he ':'fOUnd did not .ble~d much o 
I believe 1 t 1a down liere., 
It was tied W'i th ~rhit~ string.., 
Let~e see if he trres to fix ito 
They had tea and":"toast·v 
Throw the ball,to=me:~ 
~tease do not ·ret:ttf!.§!& my· off~r" 
The big green fr<?.K sat qn a lily pad·" 
She ~ eno.ther pi.oture~ . 
He went· l·nRtead of' his brother·o 
Whose· 'fa'Ui t is ":t t!l 
The two groups 4ecidea to gqi~~o 
Have you seen these pictures4 
He has a good ~~~prt for figureRe 
The children laughed at the sJ~WQc 
Did you:have a·goo~· timeo 
He said: he J'F .... <tYJ.S go.,; · 
The bUllet Aped through' the aido 
A cl~oth will not decaYo 
He did not":ltnow the ~ru®,,.,· 
They planted e. ~hite birch treeo 
vfuich cookie ia ~? · 
The girl haR.~~~~ hairo 
He went to the store for hi's mother, 
He Will. ,gli:qg, to =the raft a 
Can you float on y'our back? 
There was'a glo¥, in the RkYo 
N'hile she ,s.lept· the fe.iriee came() 
I 11ke to skate o. 
He went out·to.ecout aroundo 
Tlle ice was smooth,~ .. 
\!Till you Jill..fl.Jl my Jncket·l · 
Ther~ is a ~·on the tableclotha 
I can sw1m feato 
fhe cream-is sour~ 
He g~~~ two inches last yearo 
At church we ~" '· 
The chart 18 on the wallu 
Don 3·t s!fo'ut so loud., 
She wanted to ·thank him., 
Be AUre tD &j![lili'e paj;nt. ':1~ro 
The ho;:?'Se was .lying or,t -1rne ..f!~l'"~J!o · 
She Rent me for it" · 
'£he . ii?aft" floated dot-ms·treamo 
-~ .,, .. ' ls it.' fact or fPi.ri~Y.? · 
i•1y hand !l..'i sore·;:::.:.·. · · 
Wil~u -ple~~~·fold your paper? 
0 ?~·~·~ -----... 
. ;·: ; 
•' 
.. ~. .:· . 
..'! ·.: .... ·. 
ap:rain 
plate 
bleed 
bell eve 
White 
tries 
"t~oast 
throw 
~efuse 
frog 
dl?ew 
instead 
:ra.alt 
un:lte 
'thf.•se 
memo·ry 
cloM·n 
good 
'WOtt1d 
bullet 
tooth 
. I 
tru11h 
bir.dh: 
la:v'Gte:r 
.. 1 cur~:y. 
atbt~e · 
oiL'lg 
f'lciat 
·gl9w'-
. tJlfJ'Ot ., . 
.. sk,;tte. · 
.;:,· 
SG;OUt 
'·a."ni{>oth 
.rJn:i:tP- · 
spot 
ew~~m 
crv3am 
greN 
pray 
chart 
shou·ii 
thank 
~Jcrub 
straw 
aent 
1Paft 
fact 
1u.ind 
\fold 
camp-
elf 
gulp 
smash 
catch 
torch 
Teet I (continued) 
Were you at £~.last summer? 
She was ~ little elfo 
He ate it .in one ~p .. 
Dorlt smasb·1t~ 
1-1111 you=~ it? 
She carried the toroha 
-
camp 
elf' 
gulp 
smash 
catch 
torch 
<, 
59· 
'.!0 
l~l 
In r) 
L~'>' • 
Spec1a~ Spel1ing - Te®tf!X 
(Say the word~ give sentenc~t r~peat ~ord) 
play 
wait 
·bl~de 
refuP~e 
float 
chief 
com-plete 
cries 
sly 
fleu 
ready 
becauee 
drat-.f 
jump 
.hou.ae 
t:t~esh 
small 
potato 
eleven 
unit 
·circt.~B 
r·smembex~ 
Gr->ob'n 
book 
could 
put 
Ruth 
o1llole 
fern 
woz-ld 
1:1ora 
fo:r•m 
clock 
gJ.a~~ 
f:lkin 
GCal~ 
Gnot'l 
13pool 
et-Jing 
p1:")1ce 
ship 
. thmnk 
r7hen 
G )J:':tJlg 
,..) ,;::euru 
-·l.'E'\~.Pl 
They ~.rant to JU..!_:t ball, 
Tlley muat _w 1! for> Billy. 
Hie knife lias a ehnrp ~1!!1.~ .. 
J refuRe to do it ags1no 
AnYt~g lighter than water Will !bpato 
All the boys ~anted to be Indian cfiiet~ 
There iA a 9~~ qet of book~;._··=-=--· 
"lTe hesro pi.1;~!, f'or help., 
The r4.").Jl.. old f'o-:t said nothi11g" 
The airplane f1~~ high in the sky~ 
Are you ~s=~l to stsPt? 
!l£e~u.~~. ! ovet~sleut~ 1 m:tsRed the bus, 
.roe likea: to ,?!'ii~ pictureA~ 
How l'ligh tJan you ··~~~.? 
She went into the heuser 
We need to ex~~clsErlUa=the frP-@h Qir~ 
G1:ve me s. smm.ll piece.- ...... ~ 
He ate a bSkedluotato. 
'fhere ere !,.l~.y_enooy"i 1n the group .. 
We nr2 wroking on the third ~PJe~o 
The clrcus i,s coming soon., 
D:td YOu~ll.~!t§!:t- your money., 
The king t-Jeare a je~eled £M'~!"k, 
Have you read this p~J£~ 
I didnut kno~ he coula do it; 
~B! the papers on~the~=desko 
Her name is Ruth ... 
11e all sat i'i1acirole .. 
A lovely :t'er'n grew ........ near the brook., 
He ht:te travele-d all over the '""orldo 
He trore an old» torn coat ,__,-==-= 
Form a line at the door~ 
T:he""clock 1.R going, 
I }la'V;" a~gl..,~. of milk~ 
The lll'ind mad,e hi~ ~ill tingle~ 
t'he cut left a s.es.r .. 
:tt ha~ star-ted to'S now, 
The ki ttan i.s :_ola;ring--t;r1 th a .!!£0.£! 
of' t1lread ~ 
"£!"ather made me a awing~ 
The nl"ice· 1>1as tooaru-cn., 
The iEI:O" 'sailed on the oaeat! 
Did you~thank her 1'or the money? 
r---r-=---------.;1. 
,-.~,11e sa~r mo tiihen I C:-Jnt~ ~~ the §~rJJ!i'it t1tll ge~~ ~rarm .. 
c "hett.z.~lt hei(" .fl~~e~!!" 
r.v:d.l you §.t!:~~-_g_ the g-:.:"a~v~"'? 
nl&Y 
'trait 
blade 
refu~e 
float 
chief 
¢o.mplete 
erie~ 
aly 
:flet1 
ready 
becauAe 
dret'l 
jump 
houae 
freeh 
~mall 
Pt:1ts.to 
eleven 
uni 1.; 
cj;:t:•cus 
remembel"' 
cl:'own 
book 
could 
put 
Ruth 
eilVcle 
tern 
world 
wore 
form 
oloclc 
glass 
skj.I't 
scat, 
~now 
e:nool 
st?ing 
nrice 
shit> 
thank 
~then 
spring 
a~Peam 
str~~ti v~ 
\ 
II 
\1 
\I 
1,\ 
II 
\\ 
\\ 
I' 
1\ 
1\ 
\\ 
I 
t 
o-
l.t?o tbl.,ee 
48.0 trust 
l. 49:. want .. 
50 a e=tir 
51~. felt 
"' 52., gift 
5'3o act 
Stop 54., wept 
ere 55, grand 
" 
co 
~ 57., turn 
58 a himself 
59o help 
601) such 
61, scratc.h 
62a brancl;l 
i ' 
-- -~-~---- ---~-----
-- \- .~-
Spec :tal Spelling - Test II (continued) 
There were ~l¢e~ boys in the roomo 
Can we JLrq~~ you to work by yours~lf? 
Do you ~P! some? 
1.fary helped l-1other ~ the. -pudding. 
She felt the ~ain on he~ face" 
I recetVed a beautiful g1fto 
Don°t act ao s111Yo 
She wepf bitte~lYo 
It is a 1 part of a lan" Are you co ? 
It is your-turn nowa 
He can work-oy-himselfo 
Will you hblp me? · =· 
It was ~qg, a big piece I couldn 8t 
fin:tsh ito 
Don°t !9ra;o~ ~ou~ desk& 
·.fhe branch of the t:r-ee is broltena U< 
·----="7' 
I 
d• ,, 
il 
I, 
th~ee 
trust 
want 
stir 
felt 
gift 
act 
t.z~pt S+·~ 
rand 1-Je ,..le,.. 
cold 
tum 
himsel:f 
help 
such 
scratch 
bra ncb 
,-1-
" ' 
'I 
',I 
' 
0 
t 
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Elementary Battery K 
STANFORD 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
List of Words for Test 3, Spell_ing 
To THE TEACHER: Say to the pupils: "The first word is • • • • • " Pronounce the first word to be spelled. 
Pause slightly; then read the sentence, stressing the word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then pronounce the 
word again. Allow enough time for all pupils to write the word; then continue with the remainder of the 
words in the following manner: "ltumber 2 is ••••• ," and continue with the illustrative sentence and 
the second pronunciatien of the word. 
1. and John and Fred are ready. and 
. 
2. it · ·He took 'it with him. it 
3. dog · My dog likes to plaY. 
i 
dog 
4. boX' Here is the box for your toys. ~box 
5. came Grandfather came to dinner last night •. came 
6. away' They went away together .. away 
7. old . Jerry is three years old. old 
8. out , We are going out this .afternoon. out 
9. get · We will play when you get the ball. get 
' . ... 
10. time' It is· time to eat dinner. time 
. 
11. put Please put the· books away. p-qt 
12. big . They live ih a ·big'housi'" big 
13. last ' TUrn to the last page ilL the book. , . lasj; 
14. give Please give me a penny. I give 
15. eggs < There were three eggs in the nest. eggs 
16. air - We opened ·a·window to get fresh ai-/. air 
17. bad Some are good and some are bad.£ 
I ' 
bad 
18. long, ·The road -is five miles long~ long 
• I 
19. why· We wanted to know why he went home. why 
20. far The sun is very far away. far 
21 • about This book is about flower;. about 
22. hard -- Rocks are hard. hard 
23. talk We like to talk to each other. talk .. 
24. care Will you help me take c~re of the baby? care 
25. basket Fruit is in the basket. basket 
26. spoil . Don't spoil the picture: spoil 
27. babies· The bab~es like to drink miJ.k.o, babies 
28. swim Fish swim in the water. swim 
29. paint . We are g9ing to paint otir holise. paint 
30. thought We thought we were right. tho1,1ght 
(SpelJing Words continued on reverse side) 
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Stanf. Ach. Test: Elem. : Spelling: K 
List of Words (Continued) 
31. rainy We play inside on rainy days. rainy. G 32. noise The gun made a: loud nozse." noise 
33. filled The hole iS filled with water. filled 
34. wagon Jack rode in his new red wagon. wagon 
35. broke They broke the new bicycle. broke 
36. brother Jim is Mary's brother. brother 
37. shirt His shirt was torn in the game. shirt 
38. learned !"learned my lesson. learned ~ 
39. waited. Mother waited for an ·hour. waited 
40. bottom It is a long way from the top to the bottom. bottom 
41. farther Mary live.d farther away. farther 
42. remembered I remembered his name. remembered 
43. feel I feel happy becaiise he is coming. feel 
44. knee He hurt his knee when he fell. knee 
45. afraid The kitten is afraid of the dog. afraid 
46. pitcher Put some water in the pitcher. pitcher 
47 ~ruly . I am' truly sorry about the mistake. truly 
48. slippery The ice was slippery. slippery 
49. laughing· Everyone was laughing at the clown. laughing 
50. curtain The curtain kept out the sunshine. curtain 
[ 2 J 
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Elementary Battery I 'jM I 
STANFORD 
ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
List of Words for Test 3, Spelling 
To THE TEACHER: Say to the pupils: "The first word is ...•• " Pronounce the first word to be spelled. 
Pause slightly; then read the sentence, stressing the word to be spelled. Pause slightly; then pronounce the 
word again. Allow enough time for all pupils to write the word; then continue with the remainder of the 
words in the following manner: "Number 2 is • . • • . , " and continue with the illustrative sentence and 
second pronunciation of the word. 
1. can I can go. can 
2. at Mary is at schooL at 
3. into They came into the room. into 
4. ten Five and :five are ten. ten 
5. are Betty and Bob are here. are 
6. little The kitten is very little. little 
7. like We like ice cream. like 
8. home Baby is at home. home 
9. ma.ke Let's make a circle. make 
10. call He will call by telephone. call 
' 11. bag Her lunch is in a paper bag. bag 
12. saw We saw the bird fly away. saw 
13. food We have good food for our lunch. food 
14. men The men are playing baseball. men 
15. think I think it went over the fence. think 
16. letter Mary is writing a letter. letter 
17. each There was a present for each one. each 
18. bent The wire is bent. bent 
19. stay I can stay all afternoon. stay 
20. part Jean will read the :first part. part 
21. snowing It is snowing hard today. snowing 
22. said Everyone said, "Good morning.7' said 
23. class There are thirty pupils in the class. class 
24. every Fred drinks milk every morning. every 
25. smoke Black smoke rose from the :fire. smoke 
26. ground The ground is covered with leaves. ground 
27. named The dog was named Sport. named 
28. again 
• 
They will come again soon. again' 
29. invite I shall invite you to my party. · invite 
30. hurry You must hurry b~cause it is late. hurry 
' 
(Spelling words continuea on reverse side) 
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Ltst of Words (Continued) 
,< 
, ' 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
berries 
dirt 
feeling 
narrow 
laugh 
easy 
boxes 
else 
seemed 
family 
explore .. 
elephant 
dried 
package 
grocery 
potatoes 
touch 
geography 
settled' 
several 
Come with us to pick berries. 
Wash the dirt from your hands. 
Betty was feeling better at noon. 
The space is very narrow. 
The funny clowns make us laugh. 
The work is easy today. 
The toys were packed in boxes. 
Who else will stay? 
It was not really long, but it seemed long. 
There are three children in the family. 
How would you like to explore a cave? 
Jumbo was a circus elephant. 
The clothes dried in the warm air. 
He carried the package. 
Food is sold at the grocery store. 
We had baked potatoes for 4hmer. 
Don't touch the hot iron. 
We learn about other countries in geography. 
The sand settled to the bottom. 
She read several pages. 
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berries 
'0 dirt 
feeling { 
narrow 
laugh 
.. 
• 
easy 
boxes 
else 
seemed 
·family 
explore 
elephant 
dried 
package 
grocery 
potatoes 
touch 
geography 
settled 
several 
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